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(FREEDOM by Air Mail, 
ANARCHY by Surface Mail)

12 months 52/- (U.S. * Canada $8.00)

1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
at Colin Ward’s, 33 Ellerby Street, 
Fulham, S.W.6.
3rd Tuesday at Brian and Doris Leslie’s, 
242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham 
Hill, Nr. Station).
Third Wednesday of the month, at 8 p.m. 
at Albert Portch’s, 11 Courcy Road (off 
Wood Green High Road), N.8.
Last Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
Tom Barnes’, Albion Cottage, Fortis 
Green, N.2. (3rd door past Tudor Hotel). 
3rd Friday of each month at 8 p.m. at 
Donald & Irene Rooum’s, 148a Fellows 
Road. Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Please note that the meetings at Fellows 
Road, N.W.3 are now on the third 
Friday, not the third Wednesday as 
hitherto.
Last Thursday of each month al 8 p.m. 
at George Hayes’, 174 Mcleod Road, 
Abbey Wood, S.E.2.
Notting Hill Anarchist Group (Dis
cussion Group)
Last Friday of the month, at Brian and

might turn a vast multitude of liberals Margaret Hart’s, 57 Ladbroke Road, 
(near Notting Hill Station), W.ll.

military personnel in the region except 
for Dorset were ordered to go to ground 
for 48 hours. A U.S. radiation measur
ing device has confirmed that the U.S. 
‘rainbow bomb’ radiation belt will last 
up to ten years. . . .
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said
Daddy.” .

A British exchange school teacher 
dropped from her syllabus, after pro
tests from parents in Virginia J. D. 
Salinger’s Catcher in the Rye, which they 
thought “too frank”. An art teacher at 
the University of Mississippi had his

3 months 8/4 ($125)

Postal Subscription Rates to FREEDOM 
only

painting banned from a campus exhib
ition. It showed segregationist activities 
taking place against a background of 
a Confederate battle fiag. The Attorney 
General said in the House of Parliament 
that no action under the Obscene Publi
cations Act was to be taken against The 
Tropic of Cancer b\ Henry Miller. Sir 
Gerald Nabarro's remark “How would 
you feel if your daughter wanted to 
marry a big buck nigger with the pros
pect of coffee-coloured grandchildren 
was cut by the BBC out of the repeat 
broadcast of .4nr Questions? The Sov
iets announced that the Communist 
Party's Central Committee would meet 
on May 28 to discuss “ideological work". 
An Abbe who died in a drowning acci
dent had been forbidden to work in the 
field of biblical scholarship because he 
had written a book giving undue empha
sis to the humanity of Christ in a book 
written specifically for non-Christians. 
It had been published for two years 
before the Holy Office censored it. Par-

I year (40 Issues) 20/-
6 months (20 Issues) 10/- ($1.50
3 months (10 Issues) 5/- ($0.75)
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e
is engaged in the murder of others) but 
never in the regiment or the entire army. 
Sentiments identifying himself with a 
general cause are highly suspect. (Mr. 
Maclnnes glides too cheerfully over the 
nationalist temper of the kibbutz. He 
might have discovered similar qualities 
of pleasure and personal liberty, as a

guest—remember he is nol an inmate— 
in the collectives of the Ukraine).

Significantly, examples of communal 
life are small and usually agrarian; 
whether these are primitive societies or 
artificial situations mostly nineteenth cen
tury. and at least temporarily, as for ex
ample in a revolutionary situation, separ 
ated from contamination by the state 
Sometimes these interludes may success
fully incorporate some small industry, 
monetary exchange and a relatively harm
less, elementary capitalism. But never 
can we find them as wards of the stale 
The kibbutz is no more autonomous 
than is an individual state of the federa 
ted U.S. Permitted certain liberties, it 
may be overridden at any time.

Employing Mr. Maclnnes' criteria we

“Denotes regular contributors.
DONATIONS OF BOOKS: London: D.R.;
C.W. A.W.U.: Slough: E.C.

A put up job ?
COMEW HERE within the great tumult 

about Official Secretts. Spies for 
Peace, and Reserve Seat of Government, 
a false note or two may be detected. 

It would have been so easy for the 
Home Office to speak of "Underground 
Factory alleged to be an R.S.G. ...” 
Instead there has been a hammy por
trayal of embarrassed non-commitallity. 
The name of the village is suppressed 
in the British Press, although widely pub
lished abroad. The establishment is not 
regularly guarded, its doors are made of 
wood, and there is a boiler house in the 
field outside. Plans of the RSG scheme 
have been shown to many who have not 
signed the Official Secrets Act.

Home Office Underground Factories 
were built in 1939. They were not 
meant to withstand bombardment, but 
were covered with earth and grass by 
way of aerial camouflage. After they 
were built, private firms were invited to 
take them over and make munitions in 
them. They were all secret when built, 
but after they started running their 
locations were of course known locally. 

But if one failed to be taken over, 
because, say, of an acute local labour 
shortage, it would presumably remain 
on the secret list . . . According to the 
Spies for Peace pamphlet. "Home Office 
Underground Factory Warren Row" is 
administered from Stroud, but "RSG6' 
has offices in the centre of Reading. Is 
Civil Defence - perhaps a bigger fraud 
than we know?
London, April 16

cuts of teenagers in a church youth 
club refused to let their children appear 
in a film about the dangers of venereal 
disease. Vladimir Fedorov said that 
Yevgeny ) eutusnenko, the poet, was a 
traitor and that there was no room in 
the Soviet Union for people of his 
kind. The poet recently admitted his 
errors publicly, but his sincerity has 
been doubted. The S.R.G. pamphlet 
published by “Spies for Peace" stated 
that during the "Fallex 62” exercise last 
September, accounts of which got /)<•» 
Spiegel into trouble with the censor, 
showed that chaos reigned in the defence 
system of Britain of which S.R.G.6 was 
one of the lynch-pins. Bertrand Rus
sell commented that these preparations 
were ‘pathetic’. "They reveal on official 
recognition that community life is not 
expected to continue except perhaps 
briefly in remotely situated Government 
bunkers .where selected officials will ad
minister each other and the millions of 
dead bodies in their region.”. . . .
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Large, hardly ever; 
Small, rarely
Dear Editors,

Surely, Colin Maclnnes' anarchist dis
coveries are inadequate if they are to 
include as even partial examples, the 
Israeli kibbutz and Fords, Dagenham. 
The spectacle of men working together 
with a sense of comradeship is every
where about us and nowhere more in 
evidence, regrettably or not, than in the 
military. Mr. Maclnnes is pleased by 
co-operation for material ends, but 
nowhere does he examine the authori
tarian structure of the institution in 
question. Consider only how boys mani
fest a sense of buddyhood very young 
in the pernicious organization of the 
Scouts, or the boarding school, or re
gard any of the countless examples of 
communal interstices in the most destruc
tive of states—even in concentration 
camps.

It is sentimentality (or. pehaps, more 
likely, a profound and underlying belief 
in any human qualities in man) that can 
find such behaviour remarkable, or point 
to these as solving any of the terrible 
dilemmas with which anarchists have 
been preoccupied for more than a cen
tury. Among these, certainly, is size. 
Largeness taxes man’s frail imagination. 
Man may be capable of loving his 
brother in the squadron (so what? if he

thing if it is morally uplifting.
While I join forces with him in his 

protest at the persecution of Bruce I 
cannot accept that Bruce's audiences 
attend out of a desire for spiritual re
generation—Bruce on Saturday night 
Canon Collins on Sunday morning—but 
rather because here is a wit who is 
known to use four letter words in his
act. There has always been this Anglo- 
Saxon attitude that pronography. ob
scenity and eroticism must only be en
joyed within the framework of medical, 
legal or religious handouts and any 
writer or speaker who uses it as a plea
sure in itself is condemned not only by 
the Squares but by the moralizing prac
titioners themselves, vide Lawrence on
pornography and Pilgrim on "Mental
Ward Nympho". As one who has 
always taken a pleasure in reading the 
subterranean wit of the lavatories, en
joyed the a-moral humour of the seaside 
comic postcard and the epic saga of
Eskimo Nell or the Chinese Street poem
I find this alibi of morality disturbing.
There are certain functions enjoyable
in themselves: eating, shitting, copulat
ing, that appear an unpleasant sight when 
performed by others with the exception 
of dogs, cats or the very young, and our 
language is continually being debased to
disguise this obvious fact and all that we
can ask is that these rather ridiculous FREEDOM PRESS 
functions when performed by other
people shall be acknowledged as part of 
the human problem and not hidden 
under a euphemistic cloak of silly 
double talk.
London, April 9.

pr«M Printers, London. tl.

Cheques, P.O.s and Money Orders should be 
made out to FREEDOM PRESS crossed a/c Payee, 
and addressed to the publishers:

Moral justification P
Dear Sir,

J. M. Pilgrim in his article on Lenny _
Bruce—Disturber of the Peace—appears FPCCUOni 
to embrace that common English fallacy
that y-ou could or, shouldI only enjoy a Anarchist Weekly

FREEDOM is published 40 times 
a year, on every Saturday except 
the last in each month.
ANARCHY (1/9 or 25 cents post free), 
a 32-page journal of anarchist ideas, 
is published 12 times a year on the 
1st of each month.
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A delegate at the B.C.P. Congress said, 
"If Mr. Krushchev’s son-in-law can gain 
an audience with the Pope, I can gain 
(aj Catholic shop-steward for the party". 
Thu editorial writer in Combat, organ 
of the British National Party writes, 
" ... wo must look ahead to see if any 
arrangement can be made with Russia, 
still reckoned as a European power, in 
her coming struggle against Asiatic 
China. Needless to say no arrangement 
can be made internally with Communism 
in Britain or Europe. That must be 
crushed and replaced with a counter 
idea’” Sanity, the CND journal, writing 
of the Aldermaston March, 1963, said 
“Curiously enough the ncatcst-drilled 
detachment in sight seemed to be the 
London Federation of Anarchists. 
Seventeen stuffed alligators are missing, 
believed to have fallen off a car taking 
them from Leigh-on-Sca to St. Ives.

Jon Quixote.

Miss Caroline Maudung again missed 
her film test, through jaundice, although 
she had a specially lettered chair made 
for her studio seating, Equity thought of 
protesting at the employment of amateur 
talent. She thought of changing her 
name for the film career, the director 
sourly suggested "Schwartz" and she

1 have had more fan mail than

Pot ice in London refused to let London 
Anarchist Federation. Committee ot 100 
and others march the whole length ot 
Whitehall, Mr. Brook refused to let 
Lenny Bruce come into the country 
twice, German (West) police refused to 
let 47 or so British demonstrators to 
enter West Germany to take part in a 
march, German (West) polcie refused 

let Danish CND demonstrators to
cross the boundary into West Germany. 
Berkshire police numbering about fifty 
tried to stop about 1.000 Aldermaston 
marchers entering an alleged Regional 
alleged Seat of alleged Government for 
use in case of alleged nuclear attack sited 
at an alleged Berkshire village. Sanity 
(the publication of CND) refused to let 
its readers know the name ot the village, 
by tearing out back pages, or crossing 
out the name of the village which about 
12.000 marchers knew at Slough, and 
was widely advertised on the March. 
American police in Birmingham, Ala
bama refused to let 
about the arrest of 
King.......... A U.S. nuclear submarine. Thresher, 

whoso manifest destiny was to enable 
men to kill other men in wartime, sank 
with the loss of 130 men in peacetime. 
The widow of one of the machinist mates 
reported her husband on Thresher: “He 
called it a coffin. He said it was not 
ready for sea and the shipyard had 
speeded the work to the point it was 
not safe. He was scared to death to 
go out in her.7 An advanced A3 Polaris 
missile went out of control at Cape 
Canaveral and was destroyed from the 
air. It was. the first test firing of the A3 
from a ship at sea and the ninth failure 
in twelve tests. In the exercise Para- 
pluic charted from R.G.S.6. imaginary 
radiation levels rose so high that all

into anarchists. That’s too much like 
a universal panacea. We only compound 
our difficulties when we assume they do 
not exist. What can such oversimplifi
cation accomplish? One doesn’t believe 
in something because it is necessarily 
easy, or even probable. We believe in 
anarchism because it would be good if 
it were possible.

Comradely, 
London, April 16. Dachine Rainer.

A LETTER writer in Young Guard, the 
organ of the Young Socialists writes: 

Pacifism paves the way for war 
‘Fluvus’ in The New Statesman says "we 
do regard the purpose and political 
energy of CND supporters as being of 
great importance to the Labour Party.
. . . “Harold Wilson has challenged (he 
government on nuclear policy and he 
must now tell us clearly how he en
visages the relation between Nato and a 
Labour Britain. Not the least pressing 
reason for this is to enable the thousands 
of non-pacifist CND supporters, who are 
natural (our italics) Labour voters, to 
make up their minds where they stand.' 
Italian Communists quoted from the 
Pope’s encyclical on peace during the 
election campaign "Vote Communist. 
Catholics and Communists can get along 
together". William Gallacher, Vice- 
President of the British Communist 
Party said, "to Pope John's credit he 
has refused to join this unprincipled 
band of robbers” (the Western alliance).

Sixty-eight London 
arrested the police behaving with their 
usual non-violence. Lenny Bruce re
turned to USA: British demonstrators in 
Germany (West) refused to fasten their 
scat belts when they were to be deported 
by ’plane and passively resisted for three 
days; marchers at the village were able 
to stay in the R.S.G. long enough to 
make their protest and depart with no 
arrests and very little violence to or by 
the police. Marchers into Central Lon
don celebrated the name of the village 
by composing a special sone, to the tune 
of "I Love a Lassie"—“I Had a Secret", 
bv carrying the name on improvised 
posters, and by chalkinc the name on 
the back of duffle-coats Thirty-two 
negroes were arrested at Birmingham. 
Alabama where three white churches 
turned negroes away from Easter 
services. . . .
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'Wherever there is a man who 
exercises authority, there is a man 
who resists authority.'

OSCAR WILDE

An appeal to the International 
Anarchist Movement

rrrrl

LARGE-YES; SMALL-NO 
WAY OUT OF THIS WORLD 
CORRESPONDENCE

down, so they brought in reinforce
ments and blocked Whitehall with 
two coaches parked right across the 
road. But we kept the initiative, 
and after a few minutes and a few 
arrests we were past the coaches 
and through the cordons, and we 
kept the road for the rest of White
hall and for Pall Mall.

In Regent Street we were getting 
thinned out a bit, but we took over 
the road again, and there were more 
arrests. The police suddenly real
ised that the London Federation of 
Anarchists’ banner was decorated 
with the front page of the RSG 
pamphlet, and tore it off. But we 
went on. In Oxford Street we were 
thinned out so much that we were 
unable to keep the whole road, but 
we still had most of it. By this 
time, the police had given up, and 
were quite content io get us into 
Hyde Park again. There we ignored 
the official meeting and went on to 
join the last meeting of the “March 
Must Decide’’ group, which decided 
that the march had done enough.

The lesson of this closing incident 
is not that the Aldermaston march 
is run by teddy-boys, or that uni
lateralists are violent, or that sinister 
political groups are trying to take 
the movement over. In fact there 
were very few teddy-boys, there was 
very little violence, and the political 
groups involved were only doing 
what they have been doing for years. 
The real lesson is that about a

riot—it was a rehearsal of what we 
can do if we want to. It was fun, 
but it wasn’t a joke. The police 
were helpless. They had no idea 
how to stop us taking the road, or 
how to stop us shouting that RSG-6 
is at Warren Row, or indeed how to 
stop us doing exactly what we want
ed. This is a good lesson. We must 
learn it.

ANARCHY is Published by 
Freedom Press at 1/6 
on the last Saturday of every month.

thousand of all kinds of politically 
conscious people in the unilateralist 
movement proved conclusively that 
they possessed the road for as long 
as they wanted. If the police had 
used truncheons or dogs, there 
would have been an immediate and 
effective sit-down. If they had left 
us alone, we would have held all 
the road all the time. It wasn’t a

We address ourselves to organized 
groups as well as to individuals, asking 
for their solidarty to engage in an inter
national campaign of protest against the 
brutal sentences that the Franco regime 
has imposed on members of our liber
tarian organizations in Spain.

We consider it is the utmost duty of 
all militant anarchists to be on the 
alert and to make all the necessary pro
paganda to procure and create a current 
of sympathy and backing for our com
rades who have been accused, without 
evidence, of crimes ranging from violent 
insurrection to the publication of clan
destine literature, for which they have 
been given terms ranging from 8 to 30 
years imprisonment.

In the struggle for the freedom of the 
Spanish people, the libertarian movement 
has contributed its maximum effort and 
sacrifice, being the movement that has, 
at all times, resisted the most the repres
sive ferocity of the regime.

Our action has always been and is 
now, more than ever directed towards 
the downfall of the Franco tyranny to 
obtain the restoration of freedom in 
Spain and render possible and effective 
the struggle of the anarchist movement.

We believe that with the help of our 
comrades in other countries, we can do 
something effective to mobilise the 
opinion of the world against the dic
tatorial regime that oppresses our coun-

Demonstration
Thu London Federation of Anarchists 

are holding a demonstration outside the 
Spanish Embassy Belgrave Square. S.W.l 
on Saturday. April 27th at 3 p.m.

The Protest is against the imprison
ment by Franco’s tyranny of our anar
chist comrades. Turn up to give your 
support and solidarity.

ffTn

that the march was to be allowed to 
go forward, but in Whitehall several 
more attempts were made to tear 
down the banners and halt the 
march. Each time the police formed 
a barrier it either broke through 
weight of numbers or as in the case 
of the coach barrier the marchers 
went around (and in some cases 
over) the obstacle and formed lines 
right across the road to continue the 
march.

The police have since denied that 
they were trying to stop the march 
and in retrospect it seems that, due 
to the FLA banner’s prominence at 
RSG^6 they had decided that it was 
the FLA who would lead the Com
mittee of 100's reported 
away” march.

In fact it had already been decid
ed by the activists around the I 
and anarchist banners that no 
separate demonstration would be 
run until after the ‘official’ march 
had ended, but police intelligence 
apparently obtained their infor
mation from the early evening 
papers and set out to prevent a non
existent demonstration.

In Victoria Street we were up 
against a few score foot police and 
about half a dozen horses, but we 
soon took over the whole road. In 
Whitehall we did so again. The 
police were expecting either an old- 
fashioned well-disciplined CND 
march or an old-fashioned well- 
disciplined Committee of 100 sit-

1I. IllH.r. IW
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ZT*HE publication of Regional Seat of 
A Government Six and the subsequent 

demonstration at the bunker, will give 
the anti-nuclear movement a break
through and a new impetus.

The knowledge that R.S.G.6 was only 
a mile from the route of the Aldermaston 
March gave rise to an opportunity that 
was too good to be missed. Hundreds 
of marchers wanted to see this place for 
themselves and started to form up for 
the purpose quite some distance from 
the scheduled dinner stop.

As we approached the lane leading 
to R.S.G.6. Peggy Duff, with the help 
of a loudspeaker, tried to persuade the 
demonstrators to carry on to the dinner 
stop, and not branch off to the bunker. 
She met with little success and several 
hundreds turned off down the lane. 

We walked, crowded together, down 
the lane. Everyone was in high spirits, 
with the anarchist banners held high. 
As we got closer to the bunker, we 
could hear a police dog barking. Several 
of the people in front began to infil
trate through the woodland surrounding 
the bunker. We continued on the road 
until we reached the front entrance to 
R.S.G.6.

There were a few policemen at the 
entrance gate which had no fencing 
either side and therefore served no 
apparent purpose. By this time the 
people who had turned off through the 
wood, had reached the back of the 
bunker and were making for the under
ground entrance. We ourselves left the 
road and scrambled through the bram
bles to the bunker. All that was visible 
was a boiler house and a ramp leading 
down to a green door which was guarded 
by the police in company with a dog.

try, exposing their ‘justice’, and bring 
pressure for the revision of their cases 
in which they were given no chance to 
defend themselves.

To this end, we invite all anarchists of 
the world and all lovers of freedom, to 
show their solidarity with our comrades 
by organizing all kinds of protests and 
sending letters and telegrams demanding 
their freedom to U.N.O., Unesco, the 
League of Human Rights, etc., etc., to 
interest in the campaign all the person
alities of art, literature, and science, to 
the ends that it will achieve its maximum 
efficiency.

Also, we appeal to all the international 
militant anarchists, organized or other
wise, to give all the moral support and 
economic help possible to continue the 
fight against Iberian fascism. The Span
ish struggle, can and ought to be the 
flag that will unite the international 
anarchist movement in the struggle for 
freedom in the world. CNT-FIJL-FAI.

'Y’HE traditional climax—or rather 
anti-climax—of the Aldermaston 

march is a meaningless mass meet
ing on Easter Monday somewhere 
in central London. In 1959, 1960, 
and 1961 this meeting was held in 
Trafalgar Square. But in 1961 
members of the Committee of 100 
staged an unofficial sit-down in 
Grosvenor Square, and then a fascist 
group booked Trafalgar Square for 
the following Easter Monday. So 
in 1962 the meeting was held in 
Hyde Park—and was followed by 
an ominously silent picket in Gros
venor Square and some running 
fights in other parts of the West 
End.

In 1963 the meeting was held in 
Hyde Park again, but it might just 
as well not have been held at all. 
Many members of the Committee 
of 100 had been calling for more 
radical action for several weeks, and 
the CND leaders should have 
known they would never get away 
with it this time. Then the whole 
march was dominated by the pub 
lication of the RSG pamphlet by the 
“Spies for Peace” on Friday, and by 
the raid on RSG-6 by anarchists, 
left-wing socialists, and members of 
the Committee of 100 on Saturday. 
The same sort of thing was bound to 
happen on Monday.

The CND leaders had planned a 
round tour of the West End for 

. ... Monday afternoon, starting from the 
lunch-stop in Hyde Park and ending 
at the final meeting in Hyde Park, 
and they had refused to discuss any 
alternative plans with the “March 
Must Decide” group of the Com
mittee of 100. This group recom
mended that marchers who wanted 
more radical action should join the 
CND round tour and then go back 
to Whitehall afterwards. But the 
marchers in question decided to ig
nore both CND and Committee of 
100 leaders, quite rightly.

When the CND leaders left Hyde 
Park on their way to Victoria, they 
were closely followed by about a 
thousand anarchists, left-wing so
cialists, and members of the Com
mittee of 100 (much the same people 
as those who had gone to RSG-6 
on Saturday), who managed to get 
out of Hyde Park past police cor
dons. By the time we reached 
Victoria, the police were getting 
rattled, and nearly all the fights that 
accompanied the progress of this 
contingent were started by police 
trying to force us to the left7hand 
side of the road.

One police officer announced that 
they were going to stop the march 
altogether and disperse the crowd 
and it was this comment that 
brought many of the bystanders into 
the march behind the anarchist ban
ners. After the solid wedge of 
people had by sheer pressure of 
numbers and without any violence 
that 1 could see, forced their way 
through four police cordons and the 
mounted police barrier, it appeared

A number of scuffles arose on the 
mound overlooking the bunker and more 
as we edged our way down the ramp 
on our behinds after sitting down. People 
began jumping down from the mound, 
landing behind the police, who then 
turned round to grab them. This gave 
us an opportunity to shuffle further down 
getting closer to the doors. Some of 
the demonstrators were handled roughly, 
resulting in scuffles. Cries of “sit-down" 
and “no violence" were heard and one 
person said. "If the police act like 
animals that is no reason why we should 
drop to their standards”.

The police were asked if they knew 
what they were guarding but they de
clined to answer. By this time they had 
their backs up against the doors. They 
were completely overwhelmed and taken 
by surprise due to the fact that the 
demonstrators had approached the bun
ker bv devious routes.

We sat completely blocking the 
entrance, with more demonstrators clus
tered on the mound and bank overlook
ing us. all of us singing "We shall not 
be moved". The police looked very 
red and flustered. People began dis
cussing and putting their views forward 
on what should be the next step. Many 
thought that we had made our point 
and that after a short period of silence 
we should leave, while others considered 
that it was up to the individual to decide 
for himself when was the right time to 
leave. The majorty of the demonstrators

Continued on page 3
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I Hear Thunder 
Autobiography

Against 
finality

Lenny Bruce does not indulge in the 
kind of satire that enables politicians to 
laugh comfortably at their own lesser

whose clips had rusted into the paper. 
Thirty-eight years after the shooting 

Weller and Jury, as the “experts”, de-

<Wly; 
yr

no one seemed to know or care about 
their whereabouts until they were finally 
traced to the home of Charles Van

to
. can

already made 
the issue of 

brief. J.K.R.'s

J. Jack.
[An Appeal to the International 
Anarchist movement is published 
elsewhere in this issue.

PERIODICALS
Messenger and Anarchist Student

April 6d.

ss

JJTARD on the quashing of the Illinois 
Supreme Court of Lenny Bruce's 

conviction for presenting an obscene

that is more enjoyable to see a minor 
work done so well, than a masterpiece 
so badly.

The direction here, most notable in the 
superb timing, the stage arrangements 
and business (a credit to Wendy Toye) 
the sets and costumes (by Alix Stone; 
and what a gorgeous fop Lord Fopping
ton was!) and certainly the singing and 
acting were all splendid. 1 must single 
out the hoyden, played by Patsy Byrne, 
not because she is the best performer— 
there was no best, although if there were, 
I rather think it might have beetn Pat
ricia Routledge, who as Berinthia, the 
widow, was wickedly naughty without 
being vulgar—but because Miss Byrne, 
whom you may have seen on Tele last 
week, scratching her bottom during her 
marriage ceremony (as Audrey in "As 
You Like It”) deserves credits for being 
the lewdest peasant in London.

“Virtue in Danger" is, surely, outside 
the privacy of one’s own bedchamber, 
the bawdiest affair in London, and 1 
recommend it to all Aldermastons eager 
to forget their blistered feet.

Dachine Rainer.

testified against Sacco as a gun “expert 
at the 1921 trial. 

.0005 of an inch is used by experts 
to determine whether bullets from a 
particular gun match or not and this 
gun and bullet were found in envelopes
was so encrusted with rust that the elephants every Saturday night. But 1 

have never met an anarchist who does 
not believe in organisation, still less one 
calling himself an individualist. Al-

*

of these two men more from partisan 
than rational reasoning but the doubts 
that he has since felt have crystallized 
into a book* wherein he bluntly states 
that in his opinion Sacco was guilty of 
the murder of the payroll guard Alessan
dro Berardelli. Russell produces an 
arresting array of expet evidence that 
must shake the confidence of many who 
have over the years, believed in the inno
cence of these two men and one must 
be grateful to Michael A. Musmanno, 
another American, for carefully examin
ing Russell's claims and assertions and 
finding them wanting in fact and worth
less in assessment.

A 32 calibre bullet was taken from the 
body of the slain Berardelli and the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts claimed 
that this bullet was fired from a Colt 
pistol found in the possession of Sacco 
(he carried one as a nightwatchman) 
though eleven witness s swore that Sacco 
was in Boston at the time of the shoot
ing. The State's two firearm experts 
were both publicly descredited when it 
was too late to made redress, while in 

•"Tragedy in Dedham”, by Francis Rus
sell. Published by McGraw-Hill. S6.95.

' I

the British Government several varieties of anarchist ideas and 
activities should be conceived as part 
only of the ideas and activities current 
in a particular society at a particular 
time. A conception of this kind would 
lead us into thinking of a society as a 
field of struggle between permanently 
existing tendencies, in which both auth
oritarianism and libertarianism would be 

EDITORS.] represented. The world won't ever be

and M ales
REPRINTS AND CHEAP EDITIONS torly. Having only last week 
Looking Backward Edward Bellamy 7/6
The Devil’s Dictionary

Ambrose Bierce 7/6
Crime and Punishment 

F. M. Dostoievsky 6/- 
Ghosts: .An Enemy of the People;
The Warriors at Helgeland

Henrik Ibsen 4/-
Henry James 6/-

class will remain unmoved by such 
demonstrations; they are not meant 
to move them. Our appeal is to the 
people in the street, the victims of 
class, and the privileged society. 
RSG-6 is the ruling class’s crash 
programme in the event of wholesale 
decimation by H-Bomb warfare but 
which could also be of valuable 
service to them in quite a different 
context, such as a social revolution. 
But against a determined, revolu
tionary, responsible people all the 
police, professors and military will 
be of no avail. Our task is not to 
expose their secrets (though we have 
no objection to so doing, given the 
opportunity) but to help our fellow 
beings to uncover and realise their 
own secret ambitions and desires for 
a happier, richer life. We are 
educationalists yes, but also revolu
tionists. We believe that education 
and knowledge provide awareness, 
social consciousness, the desire for 
freedom. But revolution is the only 
means for its achievement.

downright criminal".
But the attempts to silence Bruce are 

only one aspect of the reactionary moral
istic wave that is beginning to gather 
momentum in this country and America. 
The acceptance of Private Eye and That 
Was The Week That Was was not due to 
an increasing liberalism in our society 
but the last kicks of a liberalism that 
is rapidly dying as 1984 draws near in 
lications Act, designed to take the heat 
off the booksellers and wholesalers, and 
stop the individual and arbitrary prosecu
tion of individual shops, has been cir
cumvented by the police, and booksellers 
are now being imprisoned on grounds 
of conspiracy. The conviction of the 
two Edgware Road booksellers on these 
grounds has created an atmosphere of 
fear among the smaller shops greater 
than in the days before the “Jenkins’ 
Act”. The reason why so many of the 
smaller booksellers refused to handle 
the Tropic of Cancer was not because 
they disapproved of the book but be
cause of fear of police reprisals if they

Dear Comrades,
Why is an otherwise excellent editorial 

mhrred by a jibe at “the individualist", 
by which 1 suppose individualist-anarchist 
is meant?

In all my years in the anarchist move
ment 1 have never once met this char
acter; ”... the day to day affairs of 
the community could be settled as if

society organised for the equal benefit Dg TT1O HStPStlO H
of all its members" (No. 4); ultimately
money can be dispensed with "since all
essential goods would be freely available
to ail" (No. 9); the purpose of education 
should be to allow the individual to 

develop to the full his potentialities for
(No. 12); “all religions should be

tolerated’ (No. 13). (All italics are
mine). I am not suggesting that J.K.R.
is a fully-fledged authoritarian; 1 am 
merely pointing to an authoritarianism
of a latent kind, which he himself may

/''XN April the 15th. 1920, at about 
three in the afternoon the guard 

and the paymaster of a shoe factory were 
earning the company payroll of 
$15,776.51 through the main street of 
Braintree. Massachusetts when they were 
gunned down by two armed men. A 
car containing three more men drew up 
and the two gunmen threw the two boxes 
containing the payroll into the car and 
all five drove away across the railroad 
tracks. On May the 5th. Nicola Sacco 
and Bartolomeo Vanzetti w ere charged 
with the murder of these two unfortunate 
men and on July the 14th. 1921. each 
defendant was found guilty of murder 
in the first degree. 99 witnesses testi
fied the innocence of the defendants while 
59 witnesses were called by the Com
monwealth to support their case which 
was one solely of identification but on 
the 22nd August. 1927, Sacco and Van- 
vetti in their turn were duly murdered 
by the State to placate the angry hys
teria of that fading age.

Francis Russell, who was ten years 
old at the time of the shootings, grew 
up within the emotional liberal faction 
of the period and accepted the innocence

sense, are planning to provoke such 
a war? If so then our second 
quotation in which it is stated that 
they are "quietly waiting for the day 
the bomb drops” (our italics) is not 
indicative of a group of people 
busily trying to set the world on 
fire! Is the ambiguity intentional 
or just a case of slipshod writing?

Let us examine that first para
graph once more. ‘‘This pamphlet 
is about a small group of people 
who have accepted thermo-nuclear 
war as a probability”. But millions 
of people in the world share their 
view. The vast majority feel help
less at doing anything about it and 
resign themselves to their “fate”; a 
small minority march, sit-down, 
protest and resist as best they can. 
We all know that the “probability” 
is not removed if this country were 
to disarm “unilaterally”. So long as 
one power possesses thermo-nuclear 
weapons the threat of annihilation 
exists, according to this argument. 
Would the authors of the pamphlet 
in such a circumstance consider the 
fact that “small groups” of people 
in the various countries “were con
sciously and carefully planning for 
it” a sinister move? After all no 
one knows with absolute certainly 
v/hat would be the result of a 
Nuclear war (it is not the certainty 
of annihilation which makes anar
chists oppose nuclear war; we op
posed wars when they were fought 
according to the Queensbury rules). 
Indeed, no one really knows for 
certain whether—or when—there 
will be a World War II; whether it 
will be nuclear (mass roasting) or 
conventional (—more or less—selec
tive roasting); and, of capital im
portance to the strategists: who will 
be the “enemy”!

. . . our governments, our civilisation, 
and all other corrupt
and spirit-forsaken 
institutions".

tioned his integrity .
Russell also offers Fred Moore, 

Sacco's dismissed defence council, as a 
believer in Sacco's guilt though Moore 
knew no more than the rest of informed 
public opinion about the case yet under
standably felt bitter about his dismissal. 
Upton Sinclair still stands firm in his 
belief in Sacco's innocence. Aldino 
Felicani of the Sacco-Vanzetti Defense 
Committee complains that Russell gar
bled his statements while Tom O'Connor 
who placed many authentic documents 
at Russell's disposal and gave many 
hours of his time refused in the end to 
accept the dedication of the book to 
himself bccauso as he publicly states, 
the book "contains so many errors, so 
much malicious innuendo . . . apart 
from his fantastically wrong con
clusions”. The Rev. R. D. Sawyer pro
tested to Russell about misrepresentation, 
Montgomery, a Boston lawyer also pro
tested about misrepresentation, while 
Russell's major witness for his one-man 
persecution, Michael E. Stewart, the 
Bridgewater Chief of Police who was 
responsible for the arrest of Sacco and 
Vanzetti repudiates Russell completely, 
for while Russell in this book quotes 
Stewart verbatim, Stewart publicly states 
that Russell "never came here, and I 
didn't talk to him anywhere else”, which 
means that sone one must be lying and 
no matter who it is it makes the whole 
foundation of Russell's shallow polemic 
suspect. Michael A. Musmanno has 
taken Russell's facts and they have crum
bled between his’searching fingers like 
dry mud but the dust from his assort
ment of assumptions, conjectures, dis
tortions and misrepresentation will now 
form part of the armoury of reaction, 
for this book in its turn will be quoted 
against the unanswering dead and will 
be quoted as an "authority" by those 
who will never bother to seek out or 
even be aware of Musmanno's findings. 
But we must remember.

Arthur Moyse.

Miller, being a writer, could afford 
wait. Lenny Bruce, direct actionist, 
not wait. In his fight against the kind 
of future that George Orwell envisages 
for the world he needs and deserves 
our support, for his defeat will also be 
ours.

FRANCO’S VICTIMS
As this issue comes to hand. 

Comrade Grimau who has long 
struggled on behalf of his fellow 
workers in Spain, comes before a 
military tribunal on capital charges, 
denied any fair representation. May 
1 ask all readers to send immediate

And two paragraphs later we are 
told that these “professors, top-civil 
servants, air marshals and police
men” are “quietly waiting for the 
day the bomb drops, for that will 
be the day they take over”.

Are we to interpret the first para
graph as meaning that this “small 
group of people” are planning for a 
thermo-nuclear war in an aggressive

gooc

said that no one who had heard Lenny 
Bruce work could ever again take quite 
the same view of the world. This, in 
essence, is the reason why it is “against

SECOND-HAND
Behind the Spanish Mask Lawrence 
Dundas 4/-; The Last Optimist J. 
Alvarez del Vayo 6/-; Hitler the Pawn 
Rudolf Olden 5/-; The Private Manu
facture of Armaments (one and only 
volume) Philip Noel Baker 5/-; The 
Theory and Practice of Socialism John 
Strachey 5/-; Man’s Woridy Goods Leo 
Huberman 3/-; The Prisoner at Laeken 
Emile Cammaerts 3/6; Him E. E. Cum
mings 15/-; The Fox in the Attic Richard 
Hughes 10/-; Rex versus Rhodes Bruce 
Hamilton 5/-; Dancer in Madrid Janet 
Riesenfeld 5/6; Tracy’s Tiger William 
Saroyan 4/-; Journev to the End of the 
Night Louis-Ferdinand Celine 8/6;

NEW BOOKS
The Incas: People of the Sun

V. W. Von Hagen 16/- 
Samuel Selvon 18/- 
Upton Sinclair 30/-

The Common Lands of England
Dudley Stamp 42/-
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agreed with the first idea and after a 
period of silence got up to go leaving 
behind a dozen or so. 1, myself, thought 
that the demonstration should last 

scarcely be aware of. The fact that he longer.
slips in, near the end of his article, that 
fine phrase of protest. "No man is good 
enough to be another mans master”, 
points to two things: (a) that J.K.R.'s 
heart is at least partly in the right place; 
and (6) the ambiguities that stem from 
conceiving anarchism in futurist and 
utopian terms.

Solidarism. By this 1 mean the
notion of a common good, or public or 
general interest, to which all other inter
ests can be subordinated. Latent auth
oritarianism is a logical concomitant of 
solidarism. and that this is so in J.K.R s 
case can be seen from the excerpts 1
have assembled above. It s easy to see
how, in present-day civilizations, talk of 
the "common good" or the "public 
interest" serves to cloak particular inter
ests. Your anarchist is too awake to 
speak of an all-embracing community 
of interests existing in the present, but
some anarchists do project such a com
munity into the distant future (when it 
won't concern them in any case). I 
suspect that a community of interests 
can and does exist in many primitive 
societies, but these are special cases being 
technologically simple and culturally 
homogeneous. How is a "general inter
est”, which is not merely phoney and 

protests to the Spanish Embassy imposed, to come about? Perhaps the 
and to i__ ________
about (his abuse of fundamental
human rights and stressing the
possibility of economic sanctions.
Please act now.

"Virtue in Danger”, adapted from 
Vanbrughs' "The Relapse" or "Vir
tue in Danger", with book and lyrics 
by Paul Dehn and music by James 
Bernard, Mermaid Theatre, Puddle
dock, Blackfriars.

Fantastic, Macabre and Pathetic
SPECIALISTS are boring (as well

as “brilliant”) people because, 
apart from the notable exceptions,
they eat, breathe, dream and live
within the narrow confines of their
specialty. RSG-6 is, on the evid
ence of the pamphlet before us, the
dreamchild of such a group of
specialists, who wouldn’t know how
to say boo even to Canon Collins,
but who have probably studied Gov
ernment at LSE, Ballistics at X and
Communications at Y, who have
been presented with a problem Z to 
resolve and have produced a “War
ren” to which hundreds of “rabbits” 
have been briefed to scuttle, (within 
four minutes of the warning?) if and 
when the H-bombs are delivered.
According to the plans provided by
the “Spies for Peace” each R.S.G.
—or more accurately RSG-6—con
sists of 60 rooms to accommodate 
and to provide for the domestic 
needs of this skeleton government.
If one believes that nuclear war 
means annihilation—at least for 
small countries such as Britain, then 
the provisions made have a fantastic 
or macabre ring about them.

The Ministry of Labour is in
Room 13, the National Assistance
Board in Room 10 is next door to 
the Messengers (heavenly?) Lava
tories in 21 are practically sited next 
to Ventilating Shaft in 22, while the
Treasury (in 15) is optimistically 
situated next door to that of Power
(26). In this surrealist Hades there
is a Ministry of Health (30) as well
as a Common Services (51). There
is, believe it or not, a GPO (to de
liver condolences from the dead to
the dead?), a Ministry of Labour 
(provision for the age of Automa
tion?—but what about the mar-

RSG -6 et alia are the dream child
ren of our rulers in the event of 

a nuclear war. The anarchists dis
turbed the respectability of the last 
day of the Aldermaston March by 
a symbolic “disturbance’”. Many of 
our comrades were arrested. We 
know only too well that the ruling

in this country. Lenny Bruce’s ability 
to make his audience question the whole 
politico-economic and social set-up 
threatens the status quo. "To question 
the prevailing morality is to disturb 
the peace”, H. L. Menken quotes, “and 
the disturber of the peace—in the nat-

foibles, the Private Eye—Beyond the \onaI view—guickly passes over into the 
Fringe you scratch my back and I’ll 
scratch yours type of presentation that 
is such a feature of the New Satire. 
Bruce’s work is characterised by a hard, 
bitter anger, his shafts are vicious, and 
90% of the time well aimed. Politicians 
don’t laugh at themselves when Bruce 
is working—as they do with Mort Sahl 
or Shelley Berman—they walk out, and 
to judge from the events of the past few 
months try and rig yet another phoney 
obscenity charge against the most origi
nal social critic of our time. After 
Bruce’s first deportation, the press faith
fully noted that he had been arrested 
seven times for obscenity and the illegal 
use and possession of drugs. They did 
not mention that so far not one of these 
charges has been made to stick. In fact 
the doctor who treated Bruce in this 
country has stated categorically that he 
is not a drug addict and that he does 
take drugs under strict medical super
vision for a painful spinal injury received 
in the merchant navy during the war.

Three weeks ago, in these pages, I

kets?) a Ministry of Transport (will 
the dead bury the dead?), a Ministry 
of Aviation (in the light of “Honest 
to God” realism presumably?) a 
First Aid room (!?) an Information 
room (a breakthrough for the 
Spiritualists?) and a National In
surance room (death benefits, fro 
the womb to the tomb?)

But seriously, Regional Seat of 
Govemment-6 is the pathetic pro
duct of minds so conditioned to 
worshipping law and order that they 
cannot see the futility of Generals 
without an Army, of Fire Chiefs 
without Fire brigades, of a Treasury 
where money has been abolished 
. . . by H-bombs; a Ministry of 
Labour overlording a non-existent 
labour force; a Ministry of Health 
attending to the health of the dead 
and a police force “protecting” non
existent property.

In this respect the pamphlet under 
review serves a valuable purpose. 
And those Marchers, among them, 
as our eye witness correspondents 
elsewhere describe, the large anar
chist contingent, who “invaded” this 
rampart of the government of the 
dead, exposes the waste, the futility, 
the ridiculous “secrecy” and, to our 
minds, above all, the enormous ex
ecutive powers in the hands of the 
permanent officials of Stale.

★

Those who remained sat quietly eating 
their food and one comrade passed round 
a bottle of wine. Things were quiet 
now, with only a few people standing 
around watching in case the police used 
violence to get rid of the remaining 
sitters. It appeared that the law had 
no intention of arresting us.

.Another hour or so passed, during 
which time a few more people left. At 
this point two plain clothes policemen 
unlocked the doors and went into the 
underground bunker. They were fol
lowed later by the uniformed men who 
apparently went in to have a cup of tea. 
Two of us thought that we might be 
able to get into the bunker ourselves 
and so the next time that the doors 
were unlocked we made an attempt to 
slip in. At first, the police did not 
notice us as they had their backs to us, 
but as we got closer, they turned round 
and I was pushed aside and the other 
comrade was knocked down. He hit the 
ground hard but fortunately he wasn't 
hurt. The police cursed us for keeping 
them there.

Wo then discussed what further action 
wo should take. Three decided that they 
would try to stay for 24 hours in fact 
they were determined to make the 
attempt. Tho rest of us felt that we 
had demonstrated long enough and got 
up to go. leaving behind an observer 
with tho three who remained. We learn
ed later that these three were carried 
out from the ramp by the police, re
turned and were carried out again, until 
finally they were prevented from re-enter
ing. The demonstration ended at 7 pan.

Sit-Downer.

did sell it, and all attempts to clarify 
what they may or may not sell, are being 
blocked by the Home Secretary, who 
prefers apparently to allow the police 
to create criminals" as the whim takes 
them, the fear of arbitrary arrest and 
imprisonment being the best means of 
censorship yet devised in our "demo
cratic" society.

Recently a British firm acquired the 
rights to the Fantasy’ label, the Ameri
can firm that issues Lenny Bruce records 
in the States. They have announced that 
they do not intend to issue any of 
Bruce's records and I have been’told 
by a spokesman for the firm that this 
is due to fear of action against them 
by the authorities. The gap between 
Lenny Bruce and Henry Miller is not 
very wide. Both have fought against 
the ever-increasing inroads on individual 
both time and fact. The Obscene Pub
liberty made by a society that is in- 
creasngly totalitarian in nature, both 
have taken the corrupt and perverted 
values of contemporary society and tried 
to substitute a system of values based 
on love, both have seen through the 
myths of the anti-life forces that Ken
neth Patchen lumped together as

Apart from the author's contempt for 
heraldry and his disapproval of primo
geniture, there is nothing political in
"The Relapse". It is all frothy sex and
a very welcome change it makes from 
the obscurely depressing and drearily de
praved business sex has become in our
century.

Consequently, Mr. Dehn & Mr. Ber
nard are to be congratulated for main
taining the Restoration flavour of the 
Original. Wherever they depart into
more contemporary overtones, and this
seems more evident musically than in
the lyrics, in no instance are they at
variance with the Seventeenth Century; 
their own contributions, nevertheless,
turn it somehow’, and I don't know how,
to our contemporary advantage. For
example, although some of the songs
would have made the top ten of the pop
list of the earlier period, notably Fortune,
thou art a Bitch; Stand Back, old Sodom;
I shall cuckold someone before Morn
ing; others, like Tm in Love with my
Husband, no matter how he feels about
me; Why do / feel what I feel? Wait a
Little longer, Lover, etc. can be as ap
propriately sung now as they could have
been then. The lyrics, despite the fam
ily resemblance they bear to Mr. Dehn's
other verse, convey incontrovertable
authenticity, and the brief interludes of
prose repartee are juicy and sophisti
cated. Despite the immense wit. ex
uberance and assorted talents of the
collaborators, I don’t know how this
elaborate trifle would have come off if 
the production hadn't been perfect in
all respects. I don’t mean this deroga- 

seen
Peter Brook’s "Lear”, in which every
thing—casting, acting, direction, lyric
insensibility—was wrong, 1 acknowledge show came the news of his deportation

from Britain by the Home Secretary. the blic interest.. f him ,
He was reported as saying that "it ♦»..•_ ___ .... .___  ~ . . ...
would not be in the public interest" to
allow Lenny Bruce to work in this
country.

cided to test Sacco's gun but the barrel 
barrel had first to be cleaned.

And what did these two "experts" do 
to clean the barrel? They fired two 
shots through this rusty barrel and in 
doing so shot away every shred of evi
dence, for they altered the entire inter
nal surface of the pistol barrel. The 
Berardelli bullet had also rusted and 
tho two "experts" washed it. As Mus
manno bitterly points out, soap and 
water would be useless to wash away 
the rust while acid would affect the 
very consiituency of the metal so that 
even Van Amburgh, Jr., who had the 
custody of these rusted pieces of scrap 
iron went on record that the alleged 
testing could only be regarded as use
less while Lieutenant Collins of the 
Massachusetts State Ballistics Laboratory 
said "The way they handled these ex
hibits from the beginning makes my 
hair stand on end ... 1 don’t know 
whether you could prove anything with 
them now or not. I wouldn’t touch 
them myself".

So much for the official police view. 
Throughout his book, Russell quotes 
hearsay evidence and assumptions that 
rely not on reason but emotion for their 
validity so that page after page can 
only be discarded as worthless by the 
inquiring student. Russell, to quote one 
instance, states that Carlo Tresca, a 
New York anarchist told Max Eastman 
that Sacco was guilty and Eastman in 
his turn told Russell, yet in all the 
collected letters of Sacco and Vanzetti 
there is no letter to Tresca who was 
neither a close associate of the two 
doomed men, a witness to the shooting 
or as he had openly stated himself, knew 
anything personally about the facts of 
the case. Yet Russell who never even 
met Tresca quotes him to bolster his 
story and attempts to justify it by 
stating that even the police who had 
arrested Tresca 36 times for social lapses 
that ranged from criminal obscenity to 
graver or lesser offences never "ques-

BOOKS ?
We can supply
ANY book in prist 
Abo out-of-print books mr 
—and frequently found! This indnde 
paper-backs, children’s books and taxi 
books. (Please supply publisher’s 
if possibb).

J-JOWEVER embarrassing the 
“Spies for Peace” document 

may have been to the respectable 
leaders of the Aldermaston March, 
they cannot surely overlook the fact 
that it put the March “on the map”, 
at least so far as the organs of 
Mass Communications were con
cerned. “Danger! Official Secret. 
RSG-6” is a duplicated pamphlet 
purporting to give details of one of 
12 Regional Seats of Government 
which have been set up throughout 
the country for use in the event of 
a nuclear war. Each RSG has “an 
operational staff of several hundred” 
headed by top ranking military and 
civil officers, scientists, medical men 
and civil servants. No politicans 
are mentioned. “It is—write the 
authors of the document—not a 
centre for civil defence. It is a 
centre for military government”.

Now this pamphlet is a mixture of 
facts and opinions. Judging by the 
reaction of the authorities and the 
Press, it is probable that the facts 
are true. But the opinions with 
which the facts are larded seem to 
us confused, to say the least. The 
introductory note opens with the 
following words:

This pamphlet is about a small group 
of people who have accepted thermo
nuclear war as a probability, and are 
consciously and carefully planning for

’T'V* AS on the Eve of Aldermaston 
A when two Freedom writers repaired 

to the Mermaid for a couple of hours of 
*4 priori refreshment, and it is my pleas
ure to report that the tribulations of the 
Twentieth Century disappeared for these 
two entire hours, giving way to the most 
licentious period in English letters (and, 
if art indeed does fairly echo reality) in 
Englsh life.

Vanbrugh, author of "The Relapse", 
was an architect—an associate of Chris
topher Wren—and a man of uncommon 
integrity, who, upon refusing for 
aesthetic and historical reasons to con
form to the Duchess of Marlborough's 
wishes in the construction of Blenheim 
Palace, landed in the Bastille, to which 
unlovely place we owe the origin of 
these comic and lecherous imaginings.

1927 a third "expert” who had claimed
that Sacco's gun fired the fatal bullet, 
some months late made himself look 
publicly foolish when he stated, in an
other case, that in his expert opinion 
an accused man fired a fatal bullet only 
to learn that the accused man did not
even possess the gun until after the 
killing and that the gun bore no relation 
to the fatal bullet.

Nothing daunted. Russell has pro
duced his own two experts, Weller and
Jury, and Russell claims that a test 
bullet fired from Sacco's ancient pistol 
“determined beyond dispute" that the 
bullet that killed the guard came from 
Sacco's gun but unfortunately for Russell, 
his experts cannot be accepted as un
biassed for in 1957 before these two 
experts had even seen the bullet or the
gun. they had gone on public record 
with a predetermined conclusion that
Sacco’s gun fired the fatal bullet. Mus
manno decided to check Russell's two 
experts and he found that one, Frank
Jury, had openly admitted that in 1957 
Jury stated conclusively that a revolver 
found on an armed robber was the
weapon that killed a man in 1954.

The lawyers of the man already serving 
a sentence for the 1954 killing demanded 
their client's release but after an in
tensive inquiry the Pittsburg Police found 
that the gun could not have been used
in the 1954 killing for it was in the 
legal possession of another person at 
the time and furthermore their ballistic 
tests showed that the bullets from the 
armed robber's gun bore not the slight
est resemblance to the 1954 death 
bullet. .

Jury, still undaunted, conducted a 
second test and agreed with the police 
that his first test had been hopelessly 
WTong and now forty-one years after 
the Braintree shooting this “ expert" 
again offers his opinions. And Jac
Weller, Russell's other expert? 

Russell describes him as "honorary 
curator of the West Point Museum" yet 
he spends the major part of his time as 
a real estate and insurance salesman 
and these are the two men who Russell 
claims as his experts. A firearm test, 
as Musmanno points out, must be per
formed when the weapon is in the same 
condition as when it was used in the 
alleged shooting and Sacco's gun and 
the Berardelli bullet have had an odd 
odyssey since 1920.

In 1923 Russell admits that the bar
rel of Sacco’s gun had become fouled 
and rusted and after 1927 Sacco s pistol 
and the Bcrardelli bullet were no longer
in the possession of the State Police and by magic, without organisation. This 

is the dream-world Utopia of the indi
vidualist, the island inhabited by the 
smug introvert, who believes in the self-

Amburg the son of the man who had sufficiency of the individual as the key 
to happiness.”

Well, there are fairies at the bottom of 
my garden, as well as little men who 
visit us periodically in their flying 
saucer. They oome from Mars. Uni
corns I have often encountered, and pink

Freedom Bookshop
(Open 2 p m.—530 pan.
16 a-m.—1 p.m. Thunda
10 un.—5 pun. Sati day).

17a MAXWELL ROAD
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 5736

IN Freedom, I9th January, a set of 
anarchist principles were offered by 

J.K.R. He disarmed criticism by warn
ing "What follows is offered as a basis 
for discussion", genially adding "No 
doubt each item will provike strong dis
agreement."

Subsequent issues of Freedom inclu
ded only two letters relating to the pro
posals. One correspondent, Alan Swift, 
merely asked for information. The 
other, B. Cecil Bevis, expressed his 
scepticism of the value of manifestoes. 
Yet I think there is still more to be 
said: specifically a scrutiny of latent 
and overt tendencies in the principles 
offered. This I submit is not merely a 
barren exercise in exegesis, but opens 
up certain fundamental issues for dis
cussion.

First, however, I should state what I 
suspect to be the reason for the slight 
response to J.K.R.’s proposals. Pro
bably many Freedom readers more or 
less agree with his suggestions. But so 
I imagine would many non-anarchists; 
thus a characteristically anarchist case is 
not being stated.

This can be seen from Principle 
No. I : "Anarchists want the greatest 
possible happiness for every individual 
But who doesn’t? And what is to be 
understood by this term "happiness”? 
Isn’t there the assumption here that hap
piness is quantifiable, thus making it 
possible to equate one man’s happiness 
with another’s, thus making it possible 
to set up "the greatest possible happi
ness” as a goal? ("Would you like a 
pound of happiness, Sir, or do you pre
fer it by the gallon?").

An alternative approach would be that 
happiness is qualitative, that it is caught 
(so to speak) in the course of activities 
of a certain kind, and that it cannot 
therefore be elevated to a goal in the 
sense in which "making a pile" can. 

The notion of happiness recurs in later 
principles (2. 3. 14). In No. 2 happi
ness is declared to be inseparable from 
the amount of freedom that he [the 

individual] has." Thus freedom too is 
now conceived in quantitative terms, 
and not surprisingly seems to be some
thing that can be possessed; surely free
dom is something to be exercised or it 
is nothing at all. No. 3 relates happi
ness (and freedom also) to "co-operation 
and social responsibility", though with
out making it clear what these notions 
mean. One might add here that many 
forms of creative activity (music, paint
ing, scholarship, writing, crafts) involve 
a deeply individual element and are fre
quently carried out in opposition to pre
vailing tendencies. No. 14 introduces

a new notion, that "every individual is 
able ... to run his own life". But is 
anarchism really tied to a particular view 
of human nature?

There is undoubtedly still more to be 
said on the whole issue of happiness; 
my analysis doesn’t purport to be ex
haustive; what I hope I have demon
strated, however, is that to avoid sloppy 
and confused exposition we need to in
quire into the meaning of concepts, the 
relations between concepts, and the em
pirical content of concepts. This may 
seem a rigorous discipline, distatesful to 
some, but there is no alternative if a 
realistic and characteristically anarchist 
social theory is to be developed. I 
would now like to examine some other 
notions pervading J.K.R.'s principles, 
labelling these for convenience.

J.K.R. slips about in the 
time scale, only rarely being in the 
present. In No. 4 we are told that 
"Anarchists aim ultimately at a free 
society”, though “worthwhile [unspeci
fied] steps can be taken now towards the 
creation of such a society.” (Here again 
is the view of freedom as a goal, some
thing to be acquired rather than some
thing which exists only in its exercise). 
No. 5 is essentially a re-statement of No. 
4, but in Principles 6-13 some features 
of the future society are given. It is 
not clear how or when these features 
will come about. Some suggestions are 
made as to action in the present, e.g., 
refusal to vote in elections (No. 6), but 
these activities, though characteristically 
anarchist, are not likely to bring about 
a society of the kind optimistically en
visaged by J.K.R. Marx at least worked 
on a social theory which threw light on 
actual social institutions, how they had 
come to be as they were, and how they 
were likely to change.

Latent Authoritarianism. Despite the 
scattering about of terms like "freedom" 
and "free society”, there does seen the 
notion of some controlling others (per
haps J.K.R. is unconscious of this). 
Thus "Anarchists want the greatest j 
sible happiness" (No. 1); they aim at “a

though 1 have met irresponsible anarch
ists, who would certainly deny indig
nantly that they did not believe in 
organisation. Oh yes, they believe in it 
all right, only they don't practise it.

Individualist anarchists are as well 
aware as anyone of the need to organise 
things. Unless of course they are all 
humbugs and nothing they write is ever 
sincerely meant. They want to get to
gether with those of a like mind, to 
organise things for the advantage of each 
member of the group. This is what we 
do already in the anarchist movement, 
and what the Aldermaston marchers do 
too, despite the attempts of authoritarian- 
minded people to change things.

I would be interested extremely if the 
editors of Freedom would introduce me 
to the writings, or indeed to the person, 
of any anarchist thinker who does not 
believe in organisation.

Yours fraternally, 
London, April 13. Arthur W. Uloth.

safo for anarchy, but it won’t ever be 
safe for servility either.

Utopianism. I have 
comments relevant to 
utopianism, so I’ll be
utopianism seems to lead him into the 
belief that we can have whatever we 
want to (not now, but in the distant 
future). The future society will be free, 
its members will be happy, they will 
co-operate and bo socially responsible, 
lead satisfying lives, develop their poten
tialities to the full, wars won’t be fought, 
material goods which people really need 
will be freely available, etc. Now this 
sounds nice, but is J.K.R. serious? Does 
this purport to be a description of 
whot the future society will be like 
(begging for now the interesting questions 
of how and when it is to come about), 
or is there some other significance here? 
(In an article in Anarchy 24, I made 
certain suggestions about the status of 
beliefs in future societies; anyone inter
ested can refer back to that). A more 
realistic approach seems to me to have 
been made by Francis Effingham, who 
has argued that all good things are not 
compatible; you can have some but not 
others.

The tendencies 1 have delineated are 
not peculiar to J.K.R., which is my 
reason for making this analysis, 
after all, was offering his article as "a 
basis for discussion”. I have taken up 
points here and there in a way which 
he is scarcely likely to have expected, 
but which seem to me to be quite funda
mental to anarchist theory. Should 
anarchists, for instance, be futurist? 
Perhaps there is a case for futurism, 
but those who are futurists should at 
least be aware of it. Let unstated 
assumptions come out into the open 
for an airing. A scrutiny of these is 
likely to be far more fruitful, theoretic
ally, than, e.g., a discussion of the place 
of religion in a hypothetical "free 
society”.

If in conclusion I may state a wish, 
it is that there should be an anarchism 
which is consciously non-futurist, non
authoritarian. non-solidarist. non-utop- 
ian, non-salvationist and non-moralist. 
But a final philosophy of anarchism is 
not to be expected. Anarchism is a 
social movement, an ideology a social 
theory (or rather a congeries of social 
movements ideologies and social theories) 
in which we can expect no finality.
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I Hear Thunder 
Autobiography

Against 
finality

Lenny Bruce does not indulge in the 
kind of satire that enables politicians to 
laugh comfortably at their own lesser

whose clips had rusted into the paper. 
Thirty-eight years after the shooting 

Weller and Jury, as the “experts”, de-

<Wly; 
yr

no one seemed to know or care about 
their whereabouts until they were finally 
traced to the home of Charles Van

to
. can

already made 
the issue of 

brief. J.K.R.'s

J. Jack.
[An Appeal to the International 
Anarchist movement is published 
elsewhere in this issue.

PERIODICALS
Messenger and Anarchist Student

April 6d.

ss

JJTARD on the quashing of the Illinois 
Supreme Court of Lenny Bruce's 

conviction for presenting an obscene

that is more enjoyable to see a minor 
work done so well, than a masterpiece 
so badly.

The direction here, most notable in the 
superb timing, the stage arrangements 
and business (a credit to Wendy Toye) 
the sets and costumes (by Alix Stone; 
and what a gorgeous fop Lord Fopping
ton was!) and certainly the singing and 
acting were all splendid. 1 must single 
out the hoyden, played by Patsy Byrne, 
not because she is the best performer— 
there was no best, although if there were, 
I rather think it might have beetn Pat
ricia Routledge, who as Berinthia, the 
widow, was wickedly naughty without 
being vulgar—but because Miss Byrne, 
whom you may have seen on Tele last 
week, scratching her bottom during her 
marriage ceremony (as Audrey in "As 
You Like It”) deserves credits for being 
the lewdest peasant in London.

“Virtue in Danger" is, surely, outside 
the privacy of one’s own bedchamber, 
the bawdiest affair in London, and 1 
recommend it to all Aldermastons eager 
to forget their blistered feet.

Dachine Rainer.

testified against Sacco as a gun “expert 
at the 1921 trial. 

.0005 of an inch is used by experts 
to determine whether bullets from a 
particular gun match or not and this 
gun and bullet were found in envelopes
was so encrusted with rust that the elephants every Saturday night. But 1 

have never met an anarchist who does 
not believe in organisation, still less one 
calling himself an individualist. Al-

*

of these two men more from partisan 
than rational reasoning but the doubts 
that he has since felt have crystallized 
into a book* wherein he bluntly states 
that in his opinion Sacco was guilty of 
the murder of the payroll guard Alessan
dro Berardelli. Russell produces an 
arresting array of expet evidence that 
must shake the confidence of many who 
have over the years, believed in the inno
cence of these two men and one must 
be grateful to Michael A. Musmanno, 
another American, for carefully examin
ing Russell's claims and assertions and 
finding them wanting in fact and worth
less in assessment.

A 32 calibre bullet was taken from the 
body of the slain Berardelli and the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts claimed 
that this bullet was fired from a Colt 
pistol found in the possession of Sacco 
(he carried one as a nightwatchman) 
though eleven witness s swore that Sacco 
was in Boston at the time of the shoot
ing. The State's two firearm experts 
were both publicly descredited when it 
was too late to made redress, while in 

•"Tragedy in Dedham”, by Francis Rus
sell. Published by McGraw-Hill. S6.95.

' I

the British Government several varieties of anarchist ideas and 
activities should be conceived as part 
only of the ideas and activities current 
in a particular society at a particular 
time. A conception of this kind would 
lead us into thinking of a society as a 
field of struggle between permanently 
existing tendencies, in which both auth
oritarianism and libertarianism would be 

EDITORS.] represented. The world won't ever be

and M ales
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class will remain unmoved by such 
demonstrations; they are not meant 
to move them. Our appeal is to the 
people in the street, the victims of 
class, and the privileged society. 
RSG-6 is the ruling class’s crash 
programme in the event of wholesale 
decimation by H-Bomb warfare but 
which could also be of valuable 
service to them in quite a different 
context, such as a social revolution. 
But against a determined, revolu
tionary, responsible people all the 
police, professors and military will 
be of no avail. Our task is not to 
expose their secrets (though we have 
no objection to so doing, given the 
opportunity) but to help our fellow 
beings to uncover and realise their 
own secret ambitions and desires for 
a happier, richer life. We are 
educationalists yes, but also revolu
tionists. We believe that education 
and knowledge provide awareness, 
social consciousness, the desire for 
freedom. But revolution is the only 
means for its achievement.

downright criminal".
But the attempts to silence Bruce are 

only one aspect of the reactionary moral
istic wave that is beginning to gather 
momentum in this country and America. 
The acceptance of Private Eye and That 
Was The Week That Was was not due to 
an increasing liberalism in our society 
but the last kicks of a liberalism that 
is rapidly dying as 1984 draws near in 
lications Act, designed to take the heat 
off the booksellers and wholesalers, and 
stop the individual and arbitrary prosecu
tion of individual shops, has been cir
cumvented by the police, and booksellers 
are now being imprisoned on grounds 
of conspiracy. The conviction of the 
two Edgware Road booksellers on these 
grounds has created an atmosphere of 
fear among the smaller shops greater 
than in the days before the “Jenkins’ 
Act”. The reason why so many of the 
smaller booksellers refused to handle 
the Tropic of Cancer was not because 
they disapproved of the book but be
cause of fear of police reprisals if they

Dear Comrades,
Why is an otherwise excellent editorial 

mhrred by a jibe at “the individualist", 
by which 1 suppose individualist-anarchist 
is meant?

In all my years in the anarchist move
ment 1 have never once met this char
acter; ”... the day to day affairs of 
the community could be settled as if

society organised for the equal benefit Dg TT1O HStPStlO H
of all its members" (No. 4); ultimately
money can be dispensed with "since all
essential goods would be freely available
to ail" (No. 9); the purpose of education 
should be to allow the individual to 

develop to the full his potentialities for
(No. 12); “all religions should be

tolerated’ (No. 13). (All italics are
mine). I am not suggesting that J.K.R.
is a fully-fledged authoritarian; 1 am 
merely pointing to an authoritarianism
of a latent kind, which he himself may

/''XN April the 15th. 1920, at about 
three in the afternoon the guard 

and the paymaster of a shoe factory were 
earning the company payroll of 
$15,776.51 through the main street of 
Braintree. Massachusetts when they were 
gunned down by two armed men. A 
car containing three more men drew up 
and the two gunmen threw the two boxes 
containing the payroll into the car and 
all five drove away across the railroad 
tracks. On May the 5th. Nicola Sacco 
and Bartolomeo Vanzetti w ere charged 
with the murder of these two unfortunate 
men and on July the 14th. 1921. each 
defendant was found guilty of murder 
in the first degree. 99 witnesses testi
fied the innocence of the defendants while 
59 witnesses were called by the Com
monwealth to support their case which 
was one solely of identification but on 
the 22nd August. 1927, Sacco and Van- 
vetti in their turn were duly murdered 
by the State to placate the angry hys
teria of that fading age.

Francis Russell, who was ten years 
old at the time of the shootings, grew 
up within the emotional liberal faction 
of the period and accepted the innocence

sense, are planning to provoke such 
a war? If so then our second 
quotation in which it is stated that 
they are "quietly waiting for the day 
the bomb drops” (our italics) is not 
indicative of a group of people 
busily trying to set the world on 
fire! Is the ambiguity intentional 
or just a case of slipshod writing?

Let us examine that first para
graph once more. ‘‘This pamphlet 
is about a small group of people 
who have accepted thermo-nuclear 
war as a probability”. But millions 
of people in the world share their 
view. The vast majority feel help
less at doing anything about it and 
resign themselves to their “fate”; a 
small minority march, sit-down, 
protest and resist as best they can. 
We all know that the “probability” 
is not removed if this country were 
to disarm “unilaterally”. So long as 
one power possesses thermo-nuclear 
weapons the threat of annihilation 
exists, according to this argument. 
Would the authors of the pamphlet 
in such a circumstance consider the 
fact that “small groups” of people 
in the various countries “were con
sciously and carefully planning for 
it” a sinister move? After all no 
one knows with absolute certainly 
v/hat would be the result of a 
Nuclear war (it is not the certainty 
of annihilation which makes anar
chists oppose nuclear war; we op
posed wars when they were fought 
according to the Queensbury rules). 
Indeed, no one really knows for 
certain whether—or when—there 
will be a World War II; whether it 
will be nuclear (mass roasting) or 
conventional (—more or less—selec
tive roasting); and, of capital im
portance to the strategists: who will 
be the “enemy”!

. . . our governments, our civilisation, 
and all other corrupt
and spirit-forsaken 
institutions".

tioned his integrity .
Russell also offers Fred Moore, 

Sacco's dismissed defence council, as a 
believer in Sacco's guilt though Moore 
knew no more than the rest of informed 
public opinion about the case yet under
standably felt bitter about his dismissal. 
Upton Sinclair still stands firm in his 
belief in Sacco's innocence. Aldino 
Felicani of the Sacco-Vanzetti Defense 
Committee complains that Russell gar
bled his statements while Tom O'Connor 
who placed many authentic documents 
at Russell's disposal and gave many 
hours of his time refused in the end to 
accept the dedication of the book to 
himself bccauso as he publicly states, 
the book "contains so many errors, so 
much malicious innuendo . . . apart 
from his fantastically wrong con
clusions”. The Rev. R. D. Sawyer pro
tested to Russell about misrepresentation, 
Montgomery, a Boston lawyer also pro
tested about misrepresentation, while 
Russell's major witness for his one-man 
persecution, Michael E. Stewart, the 
Bridgewater Chief of Police who was 
responsible for the arrest of Sacco and 
Vanzetti repudiates Russell completely, 
for while Russell in this book quotes 
Stewart verbatim, Stewart publicly states 
that Russell "never came here, and I 
didn't talk to him anywhere else”, which 
means that sone one must be lying and 
no matter who it is it makes the whole 
foundation of Russell's shallow polemic 
suspect. Michael A. Musmanno has 
taken Russell's facts and they have crum
bled between his’searching fingers like 
dry mud but the dust from his assort
ment of assumptions, conjectures, dis
tortions and misrepresentation will now 
form part of the armoury of reaction, 
for this book in its turn will be quoted 
against the unanswering dead and will 
be quoted as an "authority" by those 
who will never bother to seek out or 
even be aware of Musmanno's findings. 
But we must remember.

Arthur Moyse.

Miller, being a writer, could afford 
wait. Lenny Bruce, direct actionist, 
not wait. In his fight against the kind 
of future that George Orwell envisages 
for the world he needs and deserves 
our support, for his defeat will also be 
ours.

FRANCO’S VICTIMS
As this issue comes to hand. 

Comrade Grimau who has long 
struggled on behalf of his fellow 
workers in Spain, comes before a 
military tribunal on capital charges, 
denied any fair representation. May 
1 ask all readers to send immediate

And two paragraphs later we are 
told that these “professors, top-civil 
servants, air marshals and police
men” are “quietly waiting for the 
day the bomb drops, for that will 
be the day they take over”.

Are we to interpret the first para
graph as meaning that this “small 
group of people” are planning for a 
thermo-nuclear war in an aggressive

gooc

said that no one who had heard Lenny 
Bruce work could ever again take quite 
the same view of the world. This, in 
essence, is the reason why it is “against

SECOND-HAND
Behind the Spanish Mask Lawrence 
Dundas 4/-; The Last Optimist J. 
Alvarez del Vayo 6/-; Hitler the Pawn 
Rudolf Olden 5/-; The Private Manu
facture of Armaments (one and only 
volume) Philip Noel Baker 5/-; The 
Theory and Practice of Socialism John 
Strachey 5/-; Man’s Woridy Goods Leo 
Huberman 3/-; The Prisoner at Laeken 
Emile Cammaerts 3/6; Him E. E. Cum
mings 15/-; The Fox in the Attic Richard 
Hughes 10/-; Rex versus Rhodes Bruce 
Hamilton 5/-; Dancer in Madrid Janet 
Riesenfeld 5/6; Tracy’s Tiger William 
Saroyan 4/-; Journev to the End of the 
Night Louis-Ferdinand Celine 8/6;

NEW BOOKS
The Incas: People of the Sun

V. W. Von Hagen 16/- 
Samuel Selvon 18/- 
Upton Sinclair 30/-

The Common Lands of England
Dudley Stamp 42/-
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agreed with the first idea and after a 
period of silence got up to go leaving 
behind a dozen or so. 1, myself, thought 
that the demonstration should last 

scarcely be aware of. The fact that he longer.
slips in, near the end of his article, that 
fine phrase of protest. "No man is good 
enough to be another mans master”, 
points to two things: (a) that J.K.R.'s 
heart is at least partly in the right place; 
and (6) the ambiguities that stem from 
conceiving anarchism in futurist and 
utopian terms.

Solidarism. By this 1 mean the
notion of a common good, or public or 
general interest, to which all other inter
ests can be subordinated. Latent auth
oritarianism is a logical concomitant of 
solidarism. and that this is so in J.K.R s 
case can be seen from the excerpts 1
have assembled above. It s easy to see
how, in present-day civilizations, talk of 
the "common good" or the "public 
interest" serves to cloak particular inter
ests. Your anarchist is too awake to 
speak of an all-embracing community 
of interests existing in the present, but
some anarchists do project such a com
munity into the distant future (when it 
won't concern them in any case). I 
suspect that a community of interests 
can and does exist in many primitive 
societies, but these are special cases being 
technologically simple and culturally 
homogeneous. How is a "general inter
est”, which is not merely phoney and 

protests to the Spanish Embassy imposed, to come about? Perhaps the 
and to i__ ________
about (his abuse of fundamental
human rights and stressing the
possibility of economic sanctions.
Please act now.

"Virtue in Danger”, adapted from 
Vanbrughs' "The Relapse" or "Vir
tue in Danger", with book and lyrics 
by Paul Dehn and music by James 
Bernard, Mermaid Theatre, Puddle
dock, Blackfriars.

Fantastic, Macabre and Pathetic
SPECIALISTS are boring (as well

as “brilliant”) people because, 
apart from the notable exceptions,
they eat, breathe, dream and live
within the narrow confines of their
specialty. RSG-6 is, on the evid
ence of the pamphlet before us, the
dreamchild of such a group of
specialists, who wouldn’t know how
to say boo even to Canon Collins,
but who have probably studied Gov
ernment at LSE, Ballistics at X and
Communications at Y, who have
been presented with a problem Z to 
resolve and have produced a “War
ren” to which hundreds of “rabbits” 
have been briefed to scuttle, (within 
four minutes of the warning?) if and 
when the H-bombs are delivered.
According to the plans provided by
the “Spies for Peace” each R.S.G.
—or more accurately RSG-6—con
sists of 60 rooms to accommodate 
and to provide for the domestic 
needs of this skeleton government.
If one believes that nuclear war 
means annihilation—at least for 
small countries such as Britain, then 
the provisions made have a fantastic 
or macabre ring about them.

The Ministry of Labour is in
Room 13, the National Assistance
Board in Room 10 is next door to 
the Messengers (heavenly?) Lava
tories in 21 are practically sited next 
to Ventilating Shaft in 22, while the
Treasury (in 15) is optimistically 
situated next door to that of Power
(26). In this surrealist Hades there
is a Ministry of Health (30) as well
as a Common Services (51). There
is, believe it or not, a GPO (to de
liver condolences from the dead to
the dead?), a Ministry of Labour 
(provision for the age of Automa
tion?—but what about the mar-

RSG -6 et alia are the dream child
ren of our rulers in the event of 

a nuclear war. The anarchists dis
turbed the respectability of the last 
day of the Aldermaston March by 
a symbolic “disturbance’”. Many of 
our comrades were arrested. We 
know only too well that the ruling

in this country. Lenny Bruce’s ability 
to make his audience question the whole 
politico-economic and social set-up 
threatens the status quo. "To question 
the prevailing morality is to disturb 
the peace”, H. L. Menken quotes, “and 
the disturber of the peace—in the nat-

foibles, the Private Eye—Beyond the \onaI view—guickly passes over into the 
Fringe you scratch my back and I’ll 
scratch yours type of presentation that 
is such a feature of the New Satire. 
Bruce’s work is characterised by a hard, 
bitter anger, his shafts are vicious, and 
90% of the time well aimed. Politicians 
don’t laugh at themselves when Bruce 
is working—as they do with Mort Sahl 
or Shelley Berman—they walk out, and 
to judge from the events of the past few 
months try and rig yet another phoney 
obscenity charge against the most origi
nal social critic of our time. After 
Bruce’s first deportation, the press faith
fully noted that he had been arrested 
seven times for obscenity and the illegal 
use and possession of drugs. They did 
not mention that so far not one of these 
charges has been made to stick. In fact 
the doctor who treated Bruce in this 
country has stated categorically that he 
is not a drug addict and that he does 
take drugs under strict medical super
vision for a painful spinal injury received 
in the merchant navy during the war.

Three weeks ago, in these pages, I

kets?) a Ministry of Transport (will 
the dead bury the dead?), a Ministry 
of Aviation (in the light of “Honest 
to God” realism presumably?) a 
First Aid room (!?) an Information 
room (a breakthrough for the 
Spiritualists?) and a National In
surance room (death benefits, fro 
the womb to the tomb?)

But seriously, Regional Seat of 
Govemment-6 is the pathetic pro
duct of minds so conditioned to 
worshipping law and order that they 
cannot see the futility of Generals 
without an Army, of Fire Chiefs 
without Fire brigades, of a Treasury 
where money has been abolished 
. . . by H-bombs; a Ministry of 
Labour overlording a non-existent 
labour force; a Ministry of Health 
attending to the health of the dead 
and a police force “protecting” non
existent property.

In this respect the pamphlet under 
review serves a valuable purpose. 
And those Marchers, among them, 
as our eye witness correspondents 
elsewhere describe, the large anar
chist contingent, who “invaded” this 
rampart of the government of the 
dead, exposes the waste, the futility, 
the ridiculous “secrecy” and, to our 
minds, above all, the enormous ex
ecutive powers in the hands of the 
permanent officials of Stale.

★

Those who remained sat quietly eating 
their food and one comrade passed round 
a bottle of wine. Things were quiet 
now, with only a few people standing 
around watching in case the police used 
violence to get rid of the remaining 
sitters. It appeared that the law had 
no intention of arresting us.

.Another hour or so passed, during 
which time a few more people left. At 
this point two plain clothes policemen 
unlocked the doors and went into the 
underground bunker. They were fol
lowed later by the uniformed men who 
apparently went in to have a cup of tea. 
Two of us thought that we might be 
able to get into the bunker ourselves 
and so the next time that the doors 
were unlocked we made an attempt to 
slip in. At first, the police did not 
notice us as they had their backs to us, 
but as we got closer, they turned round 
and I was pushed aside and the other 
comrade was knocked down. He hit the 
ground hard but fortunately he wasn't 
hurt. The police cursed us for keeping 
them there.

Wo then discussed what further action 
wo should take. Three decided that they 
would try to stay for 24 hours in fact 
they were determined to make the 
attempt. Tho rest of us felt that we 
had demonstrated long enough and got 
up to go. leaving behind an observer 
with tho three who remained. We learn
ed later that these three were carried 
out from the ramp by the police, re
turned and were carried out again, until 
finally they were prevented from re-enter
ing. The demonstration ended at 7 pan.

Sit-Downer.

did sell it, and all attempts to clarify 
what they may or may not sell, are being 
blocked by the Home Secretary, who 
prefers apparently to allow the police 
to create criminals" as the whim takes 
them, the fear of arbitrary arrest and 
imprisonment being the best means of 
censorship yet devised in our "demo
cratic" society.

Recently a British firm acquired the 
rights to the Fantasy’ label, the Ameri
can firm that issues Lenny Bruce records 
in the States. They have announced that 
they do not intend to issue any of 
Bruce's records and I have been’told 
by a spokesman for the firm that this 
is due to fear of action against them 
by the authorities. The gap between 
Lenny Bruce and Henry Miller is not 
very wide. Both have fought against 
the ever-increasing inroads on individual 
both time and fact. The Obscene Pub
liberty made by a society that is in- 
creasngly totalitarian in nature, both 
have taken the corrupt and perverted 
values of contemporary society and tried 
to substitute a system of values based 
on love, both have seen through the 
myths of the anti-life forces that Ken
neth Patchen lumped together as

Apart from the author's contempt for 
heraldry and his disapproval of primo
geniture, there is nothing political in
"The Relapse". It is all frothy sex and
a very welcome change it makes from 
the obscurely depressing and drearily de
praved business sex has become in our
century.

Consequently, Mr. Dehn & Mr. Ber
nard are to be congratulated for main
taining the Restoration flavour of the 
Original. Wherever they depart into
more contemporary overtones, and this
seems more evident musically than in
the lyrics, in no instance are they at
variance with the Seventeenth Century; 
their own contributions, nevertheless,
turn it somehow’, and I don't know how,
to our contemporary advantage. For
example, although some of the songs
would have made the top ten of the pop
list of the earlier period, notably Fortune,
thou art a Bitch; Stand Back, old Sodom;
I shall cuckold someone before Morn
ing; others, like Tm in Love with my
Husband, no matter how he feels about
me; Why do / feel what I feel? Wait a
Little longer, Lover, etc. can be as ap
propriately sung now as they could have
been then. The lyrics, despite the fam
ily resemblance they bear to Mr. Dehn's
other verse, convey incontrovertable
authenticity, and the brief interludes of
prose repartee are juicy and sophisti
cated. Despite the immense wit. ex
uberance and assorted talents of the
collaborators, I don’t know how this
elaborate trifle would have come off if 
the production hadn't been perfect in
all respects. I don’t mean this deroga- 

seen
Peter Brook’s "Lear”, in which every
thing—casting, acting, direction, lyric
insensibility—was wrong, 1 acknowledge show came the news of his deportation

from Britain by the Home Secretary. the blic interest.. f him ,
He was reported as saying that "it ♦»..•_ ___ .... .___  ~ . . ...
would not be in the public interest" to
allow Lenny Bruce to work in this
country.

cided to test Sacco's gun but the barrel 
barrel had first to be cleaned.

And what did these two "experts" do 
to clean the barrel? They fired two 
shots through this rusty barrel and in 
doing so shot away every shred of evi
dence, for they altered the entire inter
nal surface of the pistol barrel. The 
Berardelli bullet had also rusted and 
tho two "experts" washed it. As Mus
manno bitterly points out, soap and 
water would be useless to wash away 
the rust while acid would affect the 
very consiituency of the metal so that 
even Van Amburgh, Jr., who had the 
custody of these rusted pieces of scrap 
iron went on record that the alleged 
testing could only be regarded as use
less while Lieutenant Collins of the 
Massachusetts State Ballistics Laboratory 
said "The way they handled these ex
hibits from the beginning makes my 
hair stand on end ... 1 don’t know 
whether you could prove anything with 
them now or not. I wouldn’t touch 
them myself".

So much for the official police view. 
Throughout his book, Russell quotes 
hearsay evidence and assumptions that 
rely not on reason but emotion for their 
validity so that page after page can 
only be discarded as worthless by the 
inquiring student. Russell, to quote one 
instance, states that Carlo Tresca, a 
New York anarchist told Max Eastman 
that Sacco was guilty and Eastman in 
his turn told Russell, yet in all the 
collected letters of Sacco and Vanzetti 
there is no letter to Tresca who was 
neither a close associate of the two 
doomed men, a witness to the shooting 
or as he had openly stated himself, knew 
anything personally about the facts of 
the case. Yet Russell who never even 
met Tresca quotes him to bolster his 
story and attempts to justify it by 
stating that even the police who had 
arrested Tresca 36 times for social lapses 
that ranged from criminal obscenity to 
graver or lesser offences never "ques-

BOOKS ?
We can supply
ANY book in prist 
Abo out-of-print books mr 
—and frequently found! This indnde 
paper-backs, children’s books and taxi 
books. (Please supply publisher’s 
if possibb).

J-JOWEVER embarrassing the 
“Spies for Peace” document 

may have been to the respectable 
leaders of the Aldermaston March, 
they cannot surely overlook the fact 
that it put the March “on the map”, 
at least so far as the organs of 
Mass Communications were con
cerned. “Danger! Official Secret. 
RSG-6” is a duplicated pamphlet 
purporting to give details of one of 
12 Regional Seats of Government 
which have been set up throughout 
the country for use in the event of 
a nuclear war. Each RSG has “an 
operational staff of several hundred” 
headed by top ranking military and 
civil officers, scientists, medical men 
and civil servants. No politicans 
are mentioned. “It is—write the 
authors of the document—not a 
centre for civil defence. It is a 
centre for military government”.

Now this pamphlet is a mixture of 
facts and opinions. Judging by the 
reaction of the authorities and the 
Press, it is probable that the facts 
are true. But the opinions with 
which the facts are larded seem to 
us confused, to say the least. The 
introductory note opens with the 
following words:

This pamphlet is about a small group 
of people who have accepted thermo
nuclear war as a probability, and are 
consciously and carefully planning for

’T'V* AS on the Eve of Aldermaston 
A when two Freedom writers repaired 

to the Mermaid for a couple of hours of 
*4 priori refreshment, and it is my pleas
ure to report that the tribulations of the 
Twentieth Century disappeared for these 
two entire hours, giving way to the most 
licentious period in English letters (and, 
if art indeed does fairly echo reality) in 
Englsh life.

Vanbrugh, author of "The Relapse", 
was an architect—an associate of Chris
topher Wren—and a man of uncommon 
integrity, who, upon refusing for 
aesthetic and historical reasons to con
form to the Duchess of Marlborough's 
wishes in the construction of Blenheim 
Palace, landed in the Bastille, to which 
unlovely place we owe the origin of 
these comic and lecherous imaginings.

1927 a third "expert” who had claimed
that Sacco's gun fired the fatal bullet, 
some months late made himself look 
publicly foolish when he stated, in an
other case, that in his expert opinion 
an accused man fired a fatal bullet only 
to learn that the accused man did not
even possess the gun until after the 
killing and that the gun bore no relation 
to the fatal bullet.

Nothing daunted. Russell has pro
duced his own two experts, Weller and
Jury, and Russell claims that a test 
bullet fired from Sacco's ancient pistol 
“determined beyond dispute" that the 
bullet that killed the guard came from 
Sacco's gun but unfortunately for Russell, 
his experts cannot be accepted as un
biassed for in 1957 before these two 
experts had even seen the bullet or the
gun. they had gone on public record 
with a predetermined conclusion that
Sacco’s gun fired the fatal bullet. Mus
manno decided to check Russell's two 
experts and he found that one, Frank
Jury, had openly admitted that in 1957 
Jury stated conclusively that a revolver 
found on an armed robber was the
weapon that killed a man in 1954.

The lawyers of the man already serving 
a sentence for the 1954 killing demanded 
their client's release but after an in
tensive inquiry the Pittsburg Police found 
that the gun could not have been used
in the 1954 killing for it was in the 
legal possession of another person at 
the time and furthermore their ballistic 
tests showed that the bullets from the 
armed robber's gun bore not the slight
est resemblance to the 1954 death 
bullet. .

Jury, still undaunted, conducted a 
second test and agreed with the police 
that his first test had been hopelessly 
WTong and now forty-one years after 
the Braintree shooting this “ expert" 
again offers his opinions. And Jac
Weller, Russell's other expert? 

Russell describes him as "honorary 
curator of the West Point Museum" yet 
he spends the major part of his time as 
a real estate and insurance salesman 
and these are the two men who Russell 
claims as his experts. A firearm test, 
as Musmanno points out, must be per
formed when the weapon is in the same 
condition as when it was used in the 
alleged shooting and Sacco's gun and 
the Berardelli bullet have had an odd 
odyssey since 1920.

In 1923 Russell admits that the bar
rel of Sacco’s gun had become fouled 
and rusted and after 1927 Sacco s pistol 
and the Bcrardelli bullet were no longer
in the possession of the State Police and by magic, without organisation. This 

is the dream-world Utopia of the indi
vidualist, the island inhabited by the 
smug introvert, who believes in the self-

Amburg the son of the man who had sufficiency of the individual as the key 
to happiness.”

Well, there are fairies at the bottom of 
my garden, as well as little men who 
visit us periodically in their flying 
saucer. They oome from Mars. Uni
corns I have often encountered, and pink

Freedom Bookshop
(Open 2 p m.—530 pan.
16 a-m.—1 p.m. Thunda
10 un.—5 pun. Sati day).

17a MAXWELL ROAD
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 5736

IN Freedom, I9th January, a set of 
anarchist principles were offered by 

J.K.R. He disarmed criticism by warn
ing "What follows is offered as a basis 
for discussion", genially adding "No 
doubt each item will provike strong dis
agreement."

Subsequent issues of Freedom inclu
ded only two letters relating to the pro
posals. One correspondent, Alan Swift, 
merely asked for information. The 
other, B. Cecil Bevis, expressed his 
scepticism of the value of manifestoes. 
Yet I think there is still more to be 
said: specifically a scrutiny of latent 
and overt tendencies in the principles 
offered. This I submit is not merely a 
barren exercise in exegesis, but opens 
up certain fundamental issues for dis
cussion.

First, however, I should state what I 
suspect to be the reason for the slight 
response to J.K.R.’s proposals. Pro
bably many Freedom readers more or 
less agree with his suggestions. But so 
I imagine would many non-anarchists; 
thus a characteristically anarchist case is 
not being stated.

This can be seen from Principle 
No. I : "Anarchists want the greatest 
possible happiness for every individual 
But who doesn’t? And what is to be 
understood by this term "happiness”? 
Isn’t there the assumption here that hap
piness is quantifiable, thus making it 
possible to equate one man’s happiness 
with another’s, thus making it possible 
to set up "the greatest possible happi
ness” as a goal? ("Would you like a 
pound of happiness, Sir, or do you pre
fer it by the gallon?").

An alternative approach would be that 
happiness is qualitative, that it is caught 
(so to speak) in the course of activities 
of a certain kind, and that it cannot 
therefore be elevated to a goal in the 
sense in which "making a pile" can. 

The notion of happiness recurs in later 
principles (2. 3. 14). In No. 2 happi
ness is declared to be inseparable from 
the amount of freedom that he [the 

individual] has." Thus freedom too is 
now conceived in quantitative terms, 
and not surprisingly seems to be some
thing that can be possessed; surely free
dom is something to be exercised or it 
is nothing at all. No. 3 relates happi
ness (and freedom also) to "co-operation 
and social responsibility", though with
out making it clear what these notions 
mean. One might add here that many 
forms of creative activity (music, paint
ing, scholarship, writing, crafts) involve 
a deeply individual element and are fre
quently carried out in opposition to pre
vailing tendencies. No. 14 introduces

a new notion, that "every individual is 
able ... to run his own life". But is 
anarchism really tied to a particular view 
of human nature?

There is undoubtedly still more to be 
said on the whole issue of happiness; 
my analysis doesn’t purport to be ex
haustive; what I hope I have demon
strated, however, is that to avoid sloppy 
and confused exposition we need to in
quire into the meaning of concepts, the 
relations between concepts, and the em
pirical content of concepts. This may 
seem a rigorous discipline, distatesful to 
some, but there is no alternative if a 
realistic and characteristically anarchist 
social theory is to be developed. I 
would now like to examine some other 
notions pervading J.K.R.'s principles, 
labelling these for convenience.

J.K.R. slips about in the 
time scale, only rarely being in the 
present. In No. 4 we are told that 
"Anarchists aim ultimately at a free 
society”, though “worthwhile [unspeci
fied] steps can be taken now towards the 
creation of such a society.” (Here again 
is the view of freedom as a goal, some
thing to be acquired rather than some
thing which exists only in its exercise). 
No. 5 is essentially a re-statement of No. 
4, but in Principles 6-13 some features 
of the future society are given. It is 
not clear how or when these features 
will come about. Some suggestions are 
made as to action in the present, e.g., 
refusal to vote in elections (No. 6), but 
these activities, though characteristically 
anarchist, are not likely to bring about 
a society of the kind optimistically en
visaged by J.K.R. Marx at least worked 
on a social theory which threw light on 
actual social institutions, how they had 
come to be as they were, and how they 
were likely to change.

Latent Authoritarianism. Despite the 
scattering about of terms like "freedom" 
and "free society”, there does seen the 
notion of some controlling others (per
haps J.K.R. is unconscious of this). 
Thus "Anarchists want the greatest j 
sible happiness" (No. 1); they aim at “a

though 1 have met irresponsible anarch
ists, who would certainly deny indig
nantly that they did not believe in 
organisation. Oh yes, they believe in it 
all right, only they don't practise it.

Individualist anarchists are as well 
aware as anyone of the need to organise 
things. Unless of course they are all 
humbugs and nothing they write is ever 
sincerely meant. They want to get to
gether with those of a like mind, to 
organise things for the advantage of each 
member of the group. This is what we 
do already in the anarchist movement, 
and what the Aldermaston marchers do 
too, despite the attempts of authoritarian- 
minded people to change things.

I would be interested extremely if the 
editors of Freedom would introduce me 
to the writings, or indeed to the person, 
of any anarchist thinker who does not 
believe in organisation.

Yours fraternally, 
London, April 13. Arthur W. Uloth.

safo for anarchy, but it won’t ever be 
safe for servility either.

Utopianism. I have 
comments relevant to 
utopianism, so I’ll be
utopianism seems to lead him into the 
belief that we can have whatever we 
want to (not now, but in the distant 
future). The future society will be free, 
its members will be happy, they will 
co-operate and bo socially responsible, 
lead satisfying lives, develop their poten
tialities to the full, wars won’t be fought, 
material goods which people really need 
will be freely available, etc. Now this 
sounds nice, but is J.K.R. serious? Does 
this purport to be a description of 
whot the future society will be like 
(begging for now the interesting questions 
of how and when it is to come about), 
or is there some other significance here? 
(In an article in Anarchy 24, I made 
certain suggestions about the status of 
beliefs in future societies; anyone inter
ested can refer back to that). A more 
realistic approach seems to me to have 
been made by Francis Effingham, who 
has argued that all good things are not 
compatible; you can have some but not 
others.

The tendencies 1 have delineated are 
not peculiar to J.K.R., which is my 
reason for making this analysis, 
after all, was offering his article as "a 
basis for discussion”. I have taken up 
points here and there in a way which 
he is scarcely likely to have expected, 
but which seem to me to be quite funda
mental to anarchist theory. Should 
anarchists, for instance, be futurist? 
Perhaps there is a case for futurism, 
but those who are futurists should at 
least be aware of it. Let unstated 
assumptions come out into the open 
for an airing. A scrutiny of these is 
likely to be far more fruitful, theoretic
ally, than, e.g., a discussion of the place 
of religion in a hypothetical "free 
society”.

If in conclusion I may state a wish, 
it is that there should be an anarchism 
which is consciously non-futurist, non
authoritarian. non-solidarist. non-utop- 
ian, non-salvationist and non-moralist. 
But a final philosophy of anarchism is 
not to be expected. Anarchism is a 
social movement, an ideology a social 
theory (or rather a congeries of social 
movements ideologies and social theories) 
in which we can expect no finality.
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OFF-CENTRE 
DISCUSSION MEETINGS

Why not subscribe 
to FREEDOM 
and ANARCHY

AIR MAIL Subscription Rates 
(FREEDOM by Air Mail, 
ANARCHY by Surface Mail)

12 months 52/- (U.S. * Canada $8.00)

1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
at Colin Ward’s, 33 Ellerby Street, 
Fulham, S.W.6.
3rd Tuesday at Brian and Doris Leslie’s, 
242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham 
Hill, Nr. Station).
Third Wednesday of the month, at 8 p.m. 
at Albert Portch’s, 11 Courcy Road (off 
Wood Green High Road), N.8.
Last Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
Tom Barnes’, Albion Cottage, Fortis 
Green, N.2. (3rd door past Tudor Hotel). 
3rd Friday of each month at 8 p.m. at 
Donald & Irene Rooum’s, 148a Fellows 
Road. Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Please note that the meetings at Fellows 
Road, N.W.3 are now on the third 
Friday, not the third Wednesday as 
hitherto.
Last Thursday of each month al 8 p.m. 
at George Hayes’, 174 Mcleod Road, 
Abbey Wood, S.E.2.
Notting Hill Anarchist Group (Dis
cussion Group)
Last Friday of the month, at Brian and

might turn a vast multitude of liberals Margaret Hart’s, 57 Ladbroke Road, 
(near Notting Hill Station), W.ll.

military personnel in the region except 
for Dorset were ordered to go to ground 
for 48 hours. A U.S. radiation measur
ing device has confirmed that the U.S. 
‘rainbow bomb’ radiation belt will last 
up to ten years. . . .

• •
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said
Daddy.” .

A British exchange school teacher 
dropped from her syllabus, after pro
tests from parents in Virginia J. D. 
Salinger’s Catcher in the Rye, which they 
thought “too frank”. An art teacher at 
the University of Mississippi had his

3 months 8/4 ($125)

Postal Subscription Rates to FREEDOM 
only

painting banned from a campus exhib
ition. It showed segregationist activities 
taking place against a background of 
a Confederate battle fiag. The Attorney 
General said in the House of Parliament 
that no action under the Obscene Publi
cations Act was to be taken against The 
Tropic of Cancer b\ Henry Miller. Sir 
Gerald Nabarro's remark “How would 
you feel if your daughter wanted to 
marry a big buck nigger with the pros
pect of coffee-coloured grandchildren 
was cut by the BBC out of the repeat 
broadcast of .4nr Questions? The Sov
iets announced that the Communist 
Party's Central Committee would meet 
on May 28 to discuss “ideological work". 
An Abbe who died in a drowning acci
dent had been forbidden to work in the 
field of biblical scholarship because he 
had written a book giving undue empha
sis to the humanity of Christ in a book 
written specifically for non-Christians. 
It had been published for two years 
before the Holy Office censored it. Par-

I year (40 Issues) 20/-
6 months (20 Issues) 10/- ($1.50
3 months (10 Issues) 5/- ($0.75)
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e
is engaged in the murder of others) but 
never in the regiment or the entire army. 
Sentiments identifying himself with a 
general cause are highly suspect. (Mr. 
Maclnnes glides too cheerfully over the 
nationalist temper of the kibbutz. He 
might have discovered similar qualities 
of pleasure and personal liberty, as a

guest—remember he is nol an inmate— 
in the collectives of the Ukraine).

Significantly, examples of communal 
life are small and usually agrarian; 
whether these are primitive societies or 
artificial situations mostly nineteenth cen
tury. and at least temporarily, as for ex
ample in a revolutionary situation, separ 
ated from contamination by the state 
Sometimes these interludes may success
fully incorporate some small industry, 
monetary exchange and a relatively harm
less, elementary capitalism. But never 
can we find them as wards of the stale 
The kibbutz is no more autonomous 
than is an individual state of the federa 
ted U.S. Permitted certain liberties, it 
may be overridden at any time.

Employing Mr. Maclnnes' criteria we

“Denotes regular contributors.
DONATIONS OF BOOKS: London: D.R.;
C.W. A.W.U.: Slough: E.C.

A put up job ?
COMEW HERE within the great tumult 

about Official Secretts. Spies for 
Peace, and Reserve Seat of Government, 
a false note or two may be detected. 

It would have been so easy for the 
Home Office to speak of "Underground 
Factory alleged to be an R.S.G. ...” 
Instead there has been a hammy por
trayal of embarrassed non-commitallity. 
The name of the village is suppressed 
in the British Press, although widely pub
lished abroad. The establishment is not 
regularly guarded, its doors are made of 
wood, and there is a boiler house in the 
field outside. Plans of the RSG scheme 
have been shown to many who have not 
signed the Official Secrets Act.

Home Office Underground Factories 
were built in 1939. They were not 
meant to withstand bombardment, but 
were covered with earth and grass by 
way of aerial camouflage. After they 
were built, private firms were invited to 
take them over and make munitions in 
them. They were all secret when built, 
but after they started running their 
locations were of course known locally. 

But if one failed to be taken over, 
because, say, of an acute local labour 
shortage, it would presumably remain 
on the secret list . . . According to the 
Spies for Peace pamphlet. "Home Office 
Underground Factory Warren Row" is 
administered from Stroud, but "RSG6' 
has offices in the centre of Reading. Is 
Civil Defence - perhaps a bigger fraud 
than we know?
London, April 16

cuts of teenagers in a church youth 
club refused to let their children appear 
in a film about the dangers of venereal 
disease. Vladimir Fedorov said that 
Yevgeny ) eutusnenko, the poet, was a 
traitor and that there was no room in 
the Soviet Union for people of his 
kind. The poet recently admitted his 
errors publicly, but his sincerity has 
been doubted. The S.R.G. pamphlet 
published by “Spies for Peace" stated 
that during the "Fallex 62” exercise last 
September, accounts of which got /)<•» 
Spiegel into trouble with the censor, 
showed that chaos reigned in the defence 
system of Britain of which S.R.G.6 was 
one of the lynch-pins. Bertrand Rus
sell commented that these preparations 
were ‘pathetic’. "They reveal on official 
recognition that community life is not 
expected to continue except perhaps 
briefly in remotely situated Government 
bunkers .where selected officials will ad
minister each other and the millions of 
dead bodies in their region.”. . . .
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Large, hardly ever; 
Small, rarely
Dear Editors,

Surely, Colin Maclnnes' anarchist dis
coveries are inadequate if they are to 
include as even partial examples, the 
Israeli kibbutz and Fords, Dagenham. 
The spectacle of men working together 
with a sense of comradeship is every
where about us and nowhere more in 
evidence, regrettably or not, than in the 
military. Mr. Maclnnes is pleased by 
co-operation for material ends, but 
nowhere does he examine the authori
tarian structure of the institution in 
question. Consider only how boys mani
fest a sense of buddyhood very young 
in the pernicious organization of the 
Scouts, or the boarding school, or re
gard any of the countless examples of 
communal interstices in the most destruc
tive of states—even in concentration 
camps.

It is sentimentality (or. pehaps, more 
likely, a profound and underlying belief 
in any human qualities in man) that can 
find such behaviour remarkable, or point 
to these as solving any of the terrible 
dilemmas with which anarchists have 
been preoccupied for more than a cen
tury. Among these, certainly, is size. 
Largeness taxes man’s frail imagination. 
Man may be capable of loving his 
brother in the squadron (so what? if he

thing if it is morally uplifting.
While I join forces with him in his 

protest at the persecution of Bruce I 
cannot accept that Bruce's audiences 
attend out of a desire for spiritual re
generation—Bruce on Saturday night 
Canon Collins on Sunday morning—but 
rather because here is a wit who is 
known to use four letter words in his
act. There has always been this Anglo- 
Saxon attitude that pronography. ob
scenity and eroticism must only be en
joyed within the framework of medical, 
legal or religious handouts and any 
writer or speaker who uses it as a plea
sure in itself is condemned not only by 
the Squares but by the moralizing prac
titioners themselves, vide Lawrence on
pornography and Pilgrim on "Mental
Ward Nympho". As one who has 
always taken a pleasure in reading the 
subterranean wit of the lavatories, en
joyed the a-moral humour of the seaside 
comic postcard and the epic saga of
Eskimo Nell or the Chinese Street poem
I find this alibi of morality disturbing.
There are certain functions enjoyable
in themselves: eating, shitting, copulat
ing, that appear an unpleasant sight when 
performed by others with the exception 
of dogs, cats or the very young, and our 
language is continually being debased to
disguise this obvious fact and all that we
can ask is that these rather ridiculous FREEDOM PRESS 
functions when performed by other
people shall be acknowledged as part of 
the human problem and not hidden 
under a euphemistic cloak of silly 
double talk.
London, April 9.

pr«M Printers, London. tl.

Cheques, P.O.s and Money Orders should be 
made out to FREEDOM PRESS crossed a/c Payee, 
and addressed to the publishers:

Moral justification P
Dear Sir,

J. M. Pilgrim in his article on Lenny _
Bruce—Disturber of the Peace—appears FPCCUOni 
to embrace that common English fallacy
that y-ou could or, shouldI only enjoy a Anarchist Weekly

FREEDOM is published 40 times 
a year, on every Saturday except 
the last in each month.
ANARCHY (1/9 or 25 cents post free), 
a 32-page journal of anarchist ideas, 
is published 12 times a year on the 
1st of each month.
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A delegate at the B.C.P. Congress said, 
"If Mr. Krushchev’s son-in-law can gain 
an audience with the Pope, I can gain 
(aj Catholic shop-steward for the party". 
Thu editorial writer in Combat, organ 
of the British National Party writes, 
" ... wo must look ahead to see if any 
arrangement can be made with Russia, 
still reckoned as a European power, in 
her coming struggle against Asiatic 
China. Needless to say no arrangement 
can be made internally with Communism 
in Britain or Europe. That must be 
crushed and replaced with a counter 
idea’” Sanity, the CND journal, writing 
of the Aldermaston March, 1963, said 
“Curiously enough the ncatcst-drilled 
detachment in sight seemed to be the 
London Federation of Anarchists. 
Seventeen stuffed alligators are missing, 
believed to have fallen off a car taking 
them from Leigh-on-Sca to St. Ives.

Jon Quixote.

Miss Caroline Maudung again missed 
her film test, through jaundice, although 
she had a specially lettered chair made 
for her studio seating, Equity thought of 
protesting at the employment of amateur 
talent. She thought of changing her 
name for the film career, the director 
sourly suggested "Schwartz" and she

1 have had more fan mail than

Pot ice in London refused to let London 
Anarchist Federation. Committee ot 100 
and others march the whole length ot 
Whitehall, Mr. Brook refused to let 
Lenny Bruce come into the country 
twice, German (West) police refused to 
let 47 or so British demonstrators to 
enter West Germany to take part in a 
march, German (West) polcie refused 

let Danish CND demonstrators to
cross the boundary into West Germany. 
Berkshire police numbering about fifty 
tried to stop about 1.000 Aldermaston 
marchers entering an alleged Regional 
alleged Seat of alleged Government for 
use in case of alleged nuclear attack sited 
at an alleged Berkshire village. Sanity 
(the publication of CND) refused to let 
its readers know the name ot the village, 
by tearing out back pages, or crossing 
out the name of the village which about 
12.000 marchers knew at Slough, and 
was widely advertised on the March. 
American police in Birmingham, Ala
bama refused to let 
about the arrest of 
King.......... A U.S. nuclear submarine. Thresher, 

whoso manifest destiny was to enable 
men to kill other men in wartime, sank 
with the loss of 130 men in peacetime. 
The widow of one of the machinist mates 
reported her husband on Thresher: “He 
called it a coffin. He said it was not 
ready for sea and the shipyard had 
speeded the work to the point it was 
not safe. He was scared to death to 
go out in her.7 An advanced A3 Polaris 
missile went out of control at Cape 
Canaveral and was destroyed from the 
air. It was. the first test firing of the A3 
from a ship at sea and the ninth failure 
in twelve tests. In the exercise Para- 
pluic charted from R.G.S.6. imaginary 
radiation levels rose so high that all

into anarchists. That’s too much like 
a universal panacea. We only compound 
our difficulties when we assume they do 
not exist. What can such oversimplifi
cation accomplish? One doesn’t believe 
in something because it is necessarily 
easy, or even probable. We believe in 
anarchism because it would be good if 
it were possible.

Comradely, 
London, April 16. Dachine Rainer.

A LETTER writer in Young Guard, the 
organ of the Young Socialists writes: 

Pacifism paves the way for war 
‘Fluvus’ in The New Statesman says "we 
do regard the purpose and political 
energy of CND supporters as being of 
great importance to the Labour Party.
. . . “Harold Wilson has challenged (he 
government on nuclear policy and he 
must now tell us clearly how he en
visages the relation between Nato and a 
Labour Britain. Not the least pressing 
reason for this is to enable the thousands 
of non-pacifist CND supporters, who are 
natural (our italics) Labour voters, to 
make up their minds where they stand.' 
Italian Communists quoted from the 
Pope’s encyclical on peace during the 
election campaign "Vote Communist. 
Catholics and Communists can get along 
together". William Gallacher, Vice- 
President of the British Communist 
Party said, "to Pope John's credit he 
has refused to join this unprincipled 
band of robbers” (the Western alliance).

Sixty-eight London 
arrested the police behaving with their 
usual non-violence. Lenny Bruce re
turned to USA: British demonstrators in 
Germany (West) refused to fasten their 
scat belts when they were to be deported 
by ’plane and passively resisted for three 
days; marchers at the village were able 
to stay in the R.S.G. long enough to 
make their protest and depart with no 
arrests and very little violence to or by 
the police. Marchers into Central Lon
don celebrated the name of the village 
by composing a special sone, to the tune 
of "I Love a Lassie"—“I Had a Secret", 
bv carrying the name on improvised 
posters, and by chalkinc the name on 
the back of duffle-coats Thirty-two 
negroes were arrested at Birmingham. 
Alabama where three white churches 
turned negroes away from Easter 
services. . . .
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'Wherever there is a man who 
exercises authority, there is a man 
who resists authority.'

OSCAR WILDE

An appeal to the International 
Anarchist Movement

rrrrl

LARGE-YES; SMALL-NO 
WAY OUT OF THIS WORLD 
CORRESPONDENCE

down, so they brought in reinforce
ments and blocked Whitehall with 
two coaches parked right across the 
road. But we kept the initiative, 
and after a few minutes and a few 
arrests we were past the coaches 
and through the cordons, and we 
kept the road for the rest of White
hall and for Pall Mall.

In Regent Street we were getting 
thinned out a bit, but we took over 
the road again, and there were more 
arrests. The police suddenly real
ised that the London Federation of 
Anarchists’ banner was decorated 
with the front page of the RSG 
pamphlet, and tore it off. But we 
went on. In Oxford Street we were 
thinned out so much that we were 
unable to keep the whole road, but 
we still had most of it. By this 
time, the police had given up, and 
were quite content io get us into 
Hyde Park again. There we ignored 
the official meeting and went on to 
join the last meeting of the “March 
Must Decide’’ group, which decided 
that the march had done enough.

The lesson of this closing incident 
is not that the Aldermaston march 
is run by teddy-boys, or that uni
lateralists are violent, or that sinister 
political groups are trying to take 
the movement over. In fact there 
were very few teddy-boys, there was 
very little violence, and the political 
groups involved were only doing 
what they have been doing for years. 
The real lesson is that about a

riot—it was a rehearsal of what we 
can do if we want to. It was fun, 
but it wasn’t a joke. The police 
were helpless. They had no idea 
how to stop us taking the road, or 
how to stop us shouting that RSG-6 
is at Warren Row, or indeed how to 
stop us doing exactly what we want
ed. This is a good lesson. We must 
learn it.

ANARCHY is Published by 
Freedom Press at 1/6 
on the last Saturday of every month.

thousand of all kinds of politically 
conscious people in the unilateralist 
movement proved conclusively that 
they possessed the road for as long 
as they wanted. If the police had 
used truncheons or dogs, there 
would have been an immediate and 
effective sit-down. If they had left 
us alone, we would have held all 
the road all the time. It wasn’t a

We address ourselves to organized 
groups as well as to individuals, asking 
for their solidarty to engage in an inter
national campaign of protest against the 
brutal sentences that the Franco regime 
has imposed on members of our liber
tarian organizations in Spain.

We consider it is the utmost duty of 
all militant anarchists to be on the 
alert and to make all the necessary pro
paganda to procure and create a current 
of sympathy and backing for our com
rades who have been accused, without 
evidence, of crimes ranging from violent 
insurrection to the publication of clan
destine literature, for which they have 
been given terms ranging from 8 to 30 
years imprisonment.

In the struggle for the freedom of the 
Spanish people, the libertarian movement 
has contributed its maximum effort and 
sacrifice, being the movement that has, 
at all times, resisted the most the repres
sive ferocity of the regime.

Our action has always been and is 
now, more than ever directed towards 
the downfall of the Franco tyranny to 
obtain the restoration of freedom in 
Spain and render possible and effective 
the struggle of the anarchist movement.

We believe that with the help of our 
comrades in other countries, we can do 
something effective to mobilise the 
opinion of the world against the dic
tatorial regime that oppresses our coun-

Demonstration
Thu London Federation of Anarchists 

are holding a demonstration outside the 
Spanish Embassy Belgrave Square. S.W.l 
on Saturday. April 27th at 3 p.m.

The Protest is against the imprison
ment by Franco’s tyranny of our anar
chist comrades. Turn up to give your 
support and solidarity.

ffTn

that the march was to be allowed to 
go forward, but in Whitehall several 
more attempts were made to tear 
down the banners and halt the 
march. Each time the police formed 
a barrier it either broke through 
weight of numbers or as in the case 
of the coach barrier the marchers 
went around (and in some cases 
over) the obstacle and formed lines 
right across the road to continue the 
march.

The police have since denied that 
they were trying to stop the march 
and in retrospect it seems that, due 
to the FLA banner’s prominence at 
RSG^6 they had decided that it was 
the FLA who would lead the Com
mittee of 100's reported 
away” march.

In fact it had already been decid
ed by the activists around the I 
and anarchist banners that no 
separate demonstration would be 
run until after the ‘official’ march 
had ended, but police intelligence 
apparently obtained their infor
mation from the early evening 
papers and set out to prevent a non
existent demonstration.

In Victoria Street we were up 
against a few score foot police and 
about half a dozen horses, but we 
soon took over the whole road. In 
Whitehall we did so again. The 
police were expecting either an old- 
fashioned well-disciplined CND 
march or an old-fashioned well- 
disciplined Committee of 100 sit-

1I. IllH.r. IW
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ZT*HE publication of Regional Seat of 
A Government Six and the subsequent 

demonstration at the bunker, will give 
the anti-nuclear movement a break
through and a new impetus.

The knowledge that R.S.G.6 was only 
a mile from the route of the Aldermaston 
March gave rise to an opportunity that 
was too good to be missed. Hundreds 
of marchers wanted to see this place for 
themselves and started to form up for 
the purpose quite some distance from 
the scheduled dinner stop.

As we approached the lane leading 
to R.S.G.6. Peggy Duff, with the help 
of a loudspeaker, tried to persuade the 
demonstrators to carry on to the dinner 
stop, and not branch off to the bunker. 
She met with little success and several 
hundreds turned off down the lane. 

We walked, crowded together, down 
the lane. Everyone was in high spirits, 
with the anarchist banners held high. 
As we got closer to the bunker, we 
could hear a police dog barking. Several 
of the people in front began to infil
trate through the woodland surrounding 
the bunker. We continued on the road 
until we reached the front entrance to 
R.S.G.6.

There were a few policemen at the 
entrance gate which had no fencing 
either side and therefore served no 
apparent purpose. By this time the 
people who had turned off through the 
wood, had reached the back of the 
bunker and were making for the under
ground entrance. We ourselves left the 
road and scrambled through the bram
bles to the bunker. All that was visible 
was a boiler house and a ramp leading 
down to a green door which was guarded 
by the police in company with a dog.

try, exposing their ‘justice’, and bring 
pressure for the revision of their cases 
in which they were given no chance to 
defend themselves.

To this end, we invite all anarchists of 
the world and all lovers of freedom, to 
show their solidarity with our comrades 
by organizing all kinds of protests and 
sending letters and telegrams demanding 
their freedom to U.N.O., Unesco, the 
League of Human Rights, etc., etc., to 
interest in the campaign all the person
alities of art, literature, and science, to 
the ends that it will achieve its maximum 
efficiency.

Also, we appeal to all the international 
militant anarchists, organized or other
wise, to give all the moral support and 
economic help possible to continue the 
fight against Iberian fascism. The Span
ish struggle, can and ought to be the 
flag that will unite the international 
anarchist movement in the struggle for 
freedom in the world. CNT-FIJL-FAI.

'Y’HE traditional climax—or rather 
anti-climax—of the Aldermaston 

march is a meaningless mass meet
ing on Easter Monday somewhere 
in central London. In 1959, 1960, 
and 1961 this meeting was held in 
Trafalgar Square. But in 1961 
members of the Committee of 100 
staged an unofficial sit-down in 
Grosvenor Square, and then a fascist 
group booked Trafalgar Square for 
the following Easter Monday. So 
in 1962 the meeting was held in 
Hyde Park—and was followed by 
an ominously silent picket in Gros
venor Square and some running 
fights in other parts of the West 
End.

In 1963 the meeting was held in 
Hyde Park again, but it might just 
as well not have been held at all. 
Many members of the Committee 
of 100 had been calling for more 
radical action for several weeks, and 
the CND leaders should have 
known they would never get away 
with it this time. Then the whole 
march was dominated by the pub 
lication of the RSG pamphlet by the 
“Spies for Peace” on Friday, and by 
the raid on RSG-6 by anarchists, 
left-wing socialists, and members of 
the Committee of 100 on Saturday. 
The same sort of thing was bound to 
happen on Monday.

The CND leaders had planned a 
round tour of the West End for 

. ... Monday afternoon, starting from the 
lunch-stop in Hyde Park and ending 
at the final meeting in Hyde Park, 
and they had refused to discuss any 
alternative plans with the “March 
Must Decide” group of the Com
mittee of 100. This group recom
mended that marchers who wanted 
more radical action should join the 
CND round tour and then go back 
to Whitehall afterwards. But the 
marchers in question decided to ig
nore both CND and Committee of 
100 leaders, quite rightly.

When the CND leaders left Hyde 
Park on their way to Victoria, they 
were closely followed by about a 
thousand anarchists, left-wing so
cialists, and members of the Com
mittee of 100 (much the same people 
as those who had gone to RSG-6 
on Saturday), who managed to get 
out of Hyde Park past police cor
dons. By the time we reached 
Victoria, the police were getting 
rattled, and nearly all the fights that 
accompanied the progress of this 
contingent were started by police 
trying to force us to the left7hand 
side of the road.

One police officer announced that 
they were going to stop the march 
altogether and disperse the crowd 
and it was this comment that 
brought many of the bystanders into 
the march behind the anarchist ban
ners. After the solid wedge of 
people had by sheer pressure of 
numbers and without any violence 
that 1 could see, forced their way 
through four police cordons and the 
mounted police barrier, it appeared

A number of scuffles arose on the 
mound overlooking the bunker and more 
as we edged our way down the ramp 
on our behinds after sitting down. People 
began jumping down from the mound, 
landing behind the police, who then 
turned round to grab them. This gave 
us an opportunity to shuffle further down 
getting closer to the doors. Some of 
the demonstrators were handled roughly, 
resulting in scuffles. Cries of “sit-down" 
and “no violence" were heard and one 
person said. "If the police act like 
animals that is no reason why we should 
drop to their standards”.

The police were asked if they knew 
what they were guarding but they de
clined to answer. By this time they had 
their backs up against the doors. They 
were completely overwhelmed and taken 
by surprise due to the fact that the 
demonstrators had approached the bun
ker bv devious routes.

We sat completely blocking the 
entrance, with more demonstrators clus
tered on the mound and bank overlook
ing us. all of us singing "We shall not 
be moved". The police looked very 
red and flustered. People began dis
cussing and putting their views forward 
on what should be the next step. Many 
thought that we had made our point 
and that after a short period of silence 
we should leave, while others considered 
that it was up to the individual to decide 
for himself when was the right time to 
leave. The majorty of the demonstrators

Continued on page 3
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